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CONDITIONS OF SALE
The following Conditions of Sale, as amended by any
published or posted notices or verbal announcements
during the sale, constitute the entire terms and
conditions on which property listed in the catalog shall
be offered for sale or sold by Bonhams & Butterfields
Auctioneers Corp. and any consignor of such property
for whom we act as agent. If live online bidding is
available for the subject auction, additional terms and
conditions of sale relating to online bidding will apply;
see www.bonhams.com/WebTerms for the supplemental
terms. As used herein, “Bonhams,” “we” and “us” refer
to Bonhams & Butterfields Auctioneers Corp.
1. As used herein, the term “bid price” means the
price at which a lot is successfully knocked down to
the purchaser. The term “purchase price” means the
aggregate of (a) the bid price, (b) a PREMIUM retained
by us and payable by the purchaser EQUAL TO 25%
OF THE FIRST $100,000 OF THE BID PRICE, 20% OF
THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE ABOVE $100,000
UP TO AND INCLUDING $2,000,000, AND 12% OF
THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE OVER $2,000,000,
and (c) unless the purchaser is exempt by law from
the payment thereof, any California, Arizona, Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Nevada, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington,
D.C., Washington state, or other state or local sales tax
(or compensating use tax) and other applicable taxes.
2. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, the highest
bidder shall have purchased the offered lot in accordance
and subject to compliance with all of the conditions set
forth herein and (a) assumes full risk and responsibility
therefor, (b) if requested will sign a confirmation of
purchase, and (c) will pay the purchase price in full or
such part as we may require for all lots purchased. No
lot may be transferred. Any person placing a bid as
agent on behalf of another (whether or not such person
has disclosed that fact or the identity of the principal)
may be jointly and severally liable with the principal under
any contract resulting from the acceptance of a bid.
Unless otherwise agreed, payment in good funds is
due and payable within five (5) business days following
the auction sale. Whenever the purchaser pays only
a part of the total purchase price for one or more lots
purchased, we may apply such payments, in our sole
discretion, to the lot or lots we choose. Payment will
not be deemed made in full until we have collected
good funds for all amounts due.
Payment for purchases may be made in or by (a) cash,
(b) cashier’s check or money order, (c) personal check
with approved credit drawn on a U.S. bank, (d) wire
transfer or other immediate bank transfer, or (e) Visa,
MasterCard, American Express or Discover credit, charge
or debit card. A processing fee will be assessed on any
returned checks. Please note that the amount of cash
notes and cash equivalents that can be accepted from a
given purchaser may be limited.
The purchaser grants us a security interest in the
property, and we may retain as collateral security for
the purchaser’s obligations to us, any property and all
monies held or received by us for the account of the
purchaser, in our possession. We retain all rights of a
secured party under the California Commercial Code.
If the foregoing conditions or any other applicable
conditions herein are not complied with, in addition to
other remedies available to us and the consignor by
law, including without limitation, the right to hold the
purchaser liable for the purchase price, we at our option
may either (a) cancel the sale, retaining as liquidated
damages all payments made by the purchaser or (b)
resell the property, either publicly or privately, and in such

event the purchaser shall be liable for the payment of
any deficiency plus all costs and expenses of both sales,
our commission at our standard rates, all other charges
due hereunder, attorneys’ fees, expenses and incidental
damages. In addition, where two or more amounts
are owed in respect of different transactions by the
purchaser to us, to Bonhams 1793 Limited and/or to any
of our other affiliates, subsidiaries or parent companies
worldwide within the Bonhams Group, we reserve the
right to apply any monies paid in respect of a transaction
to discharge any amount owed by the purchaser. If all
fees, commissions, premiums, bid price and other sums
due to us from the purchaser are not paid promptly as
provided in these Conditions of Sale, we reserve the right
to impose a finance charge equal to 1.5% per month
on all amounts due to us beginning on the 31st day
following the sale until payment is received, in addition to
other remedies available to us by law.
3. We reserve the right to withdraw any property and
to divide and combine lots at any time before such
property’s auction. Unless otherwise announced by the
auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are per lot as
numbered in the catalog and no lots shall be divided or
combined for sale.
4. We reserve the right to reject a bid from any bidder, to
split any bidding increment, and to advance the bidding
in any manner the auctioneer may decide. In the event
of any dispute between bidders, or in the event the
auctioneer doubts the validity of any bid, the auctioneer
shall have sole and final discretion either to determine
the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the article
in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, our sales
records shall be conclusive in all respects.
5. If we are prevented by fire, theft or any other reason
whatsoever from delivering any property to the purchaser
or a sale otherwise cannot be completed, our liability
shall be limited to the sum actually paid therefor
by the purchaser and shall in no event include any
compensatory, incidental or consequential damages.
6. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve, we may
implement such reserve by bidding on behalf of the
consignor, whether by opening bidding or continuing
bidding in response to other bidders until reaching the
reserve. If we have an interest in an offered lot and the
proceeds therefrom other than our commissions, we may
bid therefor to protect such interest. CONSIGNORS ARE
NOT ALLOWED TO BID ON THEIR OWN ITEMS.
7. All statements contained in the catalog or in any bill
of sale, condition report, invoice or elsewhere as to
authorship, period, culture, source, origin, measurement,
quality, rarity, provenance, importance, exhibition and
literature of historical relevance, or physical condition
ARE QUALIFIED STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND NOT
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. No employee or
agent of Bonhams is authorized to make on our behalf or
on that of the consignor any representation or warranty,
oral or written, with respect to any property.
8. All purchased property shall be removed from the
premises at which the sale is conducted by the date(s)
and time(s) set forth in the “Buyer’s Guide” portion of this
catalog. Property designated with a “W” and associated
purchased lots, if not removed promptly following sale, will
be transferred to an offsite warehouse at the purchaser’s
risk and expense, as set forth in more detail in the “Buyer’s
Guide.” Purchased property that is permitted to remain
onsite at Bonhams’ facility should be removed at the
purchaser’s expense not later than 5:00 p.m. Pacific Time
five (5) business days following the date of the sale. If not
so removed, a storage fee of $5.00 per lot per day will

be payable to us by the purchaser beginning at the close
of the 21st day following the sale, and we may thereafter
transfer such property to an offsite warehouse at the
purchaser’s risk and expense. Accounts must be settled in
full before property will be released. Packing and handling
of purchased lots are the responsibility of the purchaser.
Bonhams can provide packing and shipping services for
certain items as noted in the “Buyer’s Guide” section of
the catalog.
9. The copyright in the text of the catalog and the
photographs, digital images and illustrations of lots in the
catalog belong to Bonhams or its licensors. You will not
reproduce or permit anyone else to reproduce such text,
photographs, digital images or illustrations without our
prior written consent.
10. These Conditions of Sale shall bind the successors
and assigns of all bidders and purchasers and inure to
the benefit of our successors and assigns. No waiver,
amendment or modification of the terms hereof (other
than posted notices or oral announcements during the
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing
and signed by us. If any part of these Conditions of Sale
is for any reason invalid or unenforceable, the rest shall
remain valid and enforceable.
11. These Conditions of Sale and the purchaser’s and
our respective rights and obligations hereunder are
governed by the laws of the State of California. By
bidding at an auction, each purchaser and bidder agrees
to be bound by these Conditions of Sale. Any dispute,
controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this
agreement, or the breach, termination or validity thereof,
brought by or against Bonhams (but not including
claims brought against the consignor by the purchaser
of lots consigned hereunder) shall be resolved by the
procedures set forth below.
MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES
(a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a
dispute, the parties or their authorized and empowered
representatives shall meet by telephone and/or in
person to mediate their differences. If the parties agree,
a mutually acceptable mediator shall be selected and
the parties will equally share such mediator’s fees. The
mediator shall be a retired judge or an attorney familiar
with commercial law and trained in or qualified by
experience in handling mediations. Any communications
made during the mediation process shall not be
admissible in any subsequent arbitration, mediation or
judicial proceeding. All proceedings and any resolutions
thereof shall be confidential, and the terms governing
arbitration set forth in paragraph (c) below shall govern.
(b) If mediation does not resolve all disputes between
the parties, or in any event no longer than 60 days after
receipt of the written notice of dispute referred to above,
the parties shall submit the dispute for binding arbitration
before a single neutral arbitrator. Such arbitrator shall be
a retired judge or an attorney familiar with commercial
law and trained in or qualified by experience in handling
arbitrations. Such arbitrator shall make all appropriate
disclosures required by law. The arbitrator shall be
drawn from a panel of a national arbitration service
agreed to by the parties, and shall be selected as
follows: (i) If the national arbitration service has specific
rules or procedures, those rules or procedures shall be
followed; (ii) If the national arbitration service does not
have rules or procedures for the selection of an arbitrator,
the arbitrator shall be an individual jointly agreed to by
the parties. If the parties cannot agree on a national
arbitration service, the arbitration shall be conducted by
the American Arbitration Association, and the arbitrator
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shall be selected in accordance with the Rules of the
American Arbitration Association. The arbitrator’s award
shall be in writing and shall set forth findings of fact and
legal conclusions.
(c) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or provided
by the published rules of the national arbitration service:
(i) the arbitration shall occur within 60 days following the
selection of the arbitrator;
(ii) the arbitration shall be conducted in the designated
location, as follows: (A) in any case in which the subject
auction by Bonhams took place or was scheduled to
take place in the State of New York or Connecticut or the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the arbitration shall
take place in New York City, New York; (B) in all other
cases, the arbitration shall take place in the city of San
Francisco, California; and
(iii) discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall
be as follows:
(A) All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential;
(B) The parties shall submit written briefs to the arbitrator
no later than 15 days before the arbitration commences;
(C) Discovery, if any, shall be limited as follows: (I)
Requests for no more than 10 categories of documents,
to be provided to the requesting party within 14
days of written request therefor; (II) No more than
two (2) depositions per party, provided however, the
deposition(s) are to be completed within one (1) day;
(III) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by the
arbitrator in accordance with California law;
(D) Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to
present its position. The entire hearing before the arbitrator
shall not take longer than three (3) consecutive days;
(E) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30
days following the end of the proceeding. Judgment
upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, and except as
required by applicable arbitration rules, each party shall
bear its own attorneys’ fees and costs in connection with
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and
expenses of the arbitrator.

LIMITED RIGHT OF RESCISSION
If within one (1) year from the date of sale, the original
purchaser (a) gives written notice to us alleging that
the identification of Authorship (as defined below) of
such lot as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of
the catalog description of such lot (as amended by any
saleroom notices or verbal announcements during the
sale) is not substantially correct based on a fair reading
of the catalog (including the terms of any glossary
contained therein), and (b) within 10 days after such
notice returns the lot to us in the same condition as at
the time of sale, and (c) establishes the allegation in the
notice to our satisfaction (including by providing one or
more written opinions by recognized experts in the field,
as we may reasonably require), then the sale of such lot
will be rescinded and, unless we have already paid to
the consignor monies owed him in connection with the
sale, the original purchase price will be refunded.
If, prior to receiving such notice from the original
purchaser alleging such defect, we have paid the
consignor monies owed him in connection with the
sale, we shall pay the original purchaser the amount
of our commissions, any other sale proceeds to which
we are entitled and applicable taxes received from
the purchaser on the sale and make demand on the
consignor to pay the balance of the original purchase
price to the original purchaser. Should the consignor
fail to pay such amount promptly, we may disclose
the identity of the consignor and assign to the original
purchaser our rights against the consignor with respect
to the lot the sale of which is sought to be rescinded.
Upon such disclosure and assignment, any liability of
Bonhams as consignor’s agent with respect to said lot
shall automatically terminate.
The foregoing limited right of rescission is available to
the original purchaser only and may not be assigned
to or relied upon by any subsequent transferee of
the property sold. The purchaser hereby accepts
the benefit of the consignor’s warranty of title and
other representations and warranties made by the
consignor for the purchaser’s benefit. Nothing in
this section shall be construed as an admission by
us of any representation of fact, express or implied,
obligation or responsibility with respect to any
lot. THE PURCHASER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE

REMEDY AGAINST BONHAMS FOR ANY REASON
WHATSOEVER IS THE LIMITED RIGHT OF
RESCISSION DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION.
“Authorship” means only the identity of the creator, the
period, culture and source or origin of the lot, as the
case may be, as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of
the print catalog entry. The right of rescission does not
extend to: (a) works of art executed before 1870 (unless
these works are determined to be counterfeits created
since 1870), as this is a matter of current scholarly
opinion which can change; (b) titles, descriptions, or
other identification of offered lots, which information
normally appears in lower case type below the BOLD
TYPE heading identifying the Authorship; (c) Authorship
of any lot where it was specifically mentioned that
there exists a conflict of specialist or scholarly opinion
regarding the Authorship of the lot at the time of sale; (d)
Authorship of any lot which as of the date of sale was in
accordance with the then generally-accepted opinion of
scholars and specialists regarding the same; or (e) the
identification of periods or dates of creation in catalog
descriptions which may be proven inaccurate by means
of scientific processes that are not generally accepted
for use until after publication of the catalog in which the
property is offered or that were unreasonably expensive
or impractical to use at the time of such publication.
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED ABOVE, ALL
PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS.” NEITHER BONHAMS NOR
THE CONSIGNOR MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION
OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR CONDITION OF
THE PROPERTY OR AS TO THE CORRECTNESS
OF DESCRIPTION, GENUINENESS, ATTRIBUTION,
PROVENANCE OR PERIOD OF THE PROPERTY OR
AS TO WHETHER THE PURCHASER ACQUIRES ANY
COPYRIGHTS OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RIGHTS IN LOTS SOLD OR AS TO WHETHER A WORK
OF ART IS SUBJECT TO THE ARTIST’S MORAL RIGHTS
OR OTHER RESIDUAL RIGHTS OF THE ARTIST. THE
PURCHASER EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND
AGREES THAT IN NO EVENT SHALL BONHAMS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, ANY COMPENSATORY, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

SELLER’S GUIDE
SELLING AT AUCTION
Bonhams can help you every step of the way when you are ready to
sell art, antiques and collectible items at auction. Our regional offices
and representatives throughout the US are available to service all of
your needs. Should you have any further questions, please visit our
website at www.bonhams.com/us for more information or call our
Client Services Department at +1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 23550.
AUCTION ESTIMATES
The first step in the auction process is to determine the auction value
of your property. Bonhams’ world-renowned specialists will evaluate
your special items at no charge and in complete confidence. You can
obtain an auction estimate in many ways:
• Attend one of our Auction Appraisal Events held regularly at our
galleries and in other major metropolitan areas. The updated
schedule for Bonhams Auction Appraisal Events is available at
www.bonhams.com/us.
• Call our Client Services Department to schedule a private appointment
at one of our galleries. If you have a large collection, our specialists can
travel, by appointment, to evaluate your property on site.
• Send clear photographs to us of each individual item, including
item dimensions and other pertinent information with each picture.
Photos should be sent to Bonhams’ address in envelopes marked

as “photo auction estimate”. Alternatively, you can submit your
request using our online form at www.bonhams.com/us. Digital
images may be attached to the form. Please limit your images to no
more than five (5) per item.
CONSIGNING YOUR PROPERTY
After you receive an estimate, you may consign your property to us for
sale in the next appropriate auction. Our staff assists you throughout
the process, arranging transportation of your items to our galleries
(at the consignor’s expense), providing a detailed inventory of your
consignment, and reporting the prices realized for each lot. We provide
secure storage for your property in our warehouses and all items are
insured throughout the auction process. You will receive payment for
your property approximately 35 days after completion of sale.
Sales commissions vary with the potential auction value of the
property and the particular auction in which the property is offered.
Please call us for commission rates.
PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL SERVICES
Bonhams’ specialists conduct insurance and fair market value
appraisals for private collectors, corporations, museums, fiduciaries
and government entities on a daily basis. Insurance appraisals, used
for insurance purposes, reflect the cost of replacing property in
today’s retail market. Fair market value appraisals are used for estate,

tax and family division purposes and reflect prices paid by a willing
buyer to a willing seller.
When we conduct a private appraisal, our specialists will prepare a
thorough inventory listing of all your appraised property by category.
Valuations, complete descriptions and locations of items are included
in the documentation.
Appraisal fees vary according to the nature of the collection, the
amount of work involved, the travel distance, and whether the
property is subsequently consigned for auction.
Our appraisers are available to help you anywhere and at any time.
Please call our Client Services Department to schedule an appraisal.
ESTATE SERVICES
Since 1865, Bonhams has been serving the needs of fiduciaries –
lawyers, trust officers, accountants and executors – in the disposition
of large and small estates. Our services are specially designed to aid
in the efficient appraisal and disposition of fine art, antiques, jewelry,
and collectibles. We offer a full range of estate services, ranging from
flexible financial terms to tailored accounting for heirs and their agents
to world-class marketing and sales support.
For more information or to obtain a detailed Trust and Estates
package, please visit our website at www.bonhams.com/us or
contact our Client Services Department.

BUYER’S GUIDE
BIDDING & BUYING AT AUCTION
Whether you are an experienced bidder or an enthusiastic
novice, auctions provide a stimulating atmosphere unlike any
other. Bonhams previews and sales are free and open to the
public. As you will find in these directions, bidding and buying
at auction is easy and exciting. Should you have any further
questions, please visit our website at www.bonhams.com
or call our Client Services Department at +1 (800) 223 2854
ext. 23550.
Catalogs
Before each auction we publish illustrated catalogs that
include dates and times for previews and auctions. Our
catalogs also provide descriptions and estimated values
for each “lot.” A lot may refer to a single item or to a group
of items auctioned together. We offer our catalogs by
subscription or by single copy. For information on subscribing
to our catalogs, you may refer to the subscription form in
this catalog, call our Client Services Department, or visit our
website at www.bonhams.com/us.

will try to bid just as you would, with the goal of obtaining the
item at the lowest bid price possible. In the event identical bids
are submitted, the earliest bid submitted will take precedence.
Absentee bids shall be executed in competition with other
absentee bids, any applicable reserve, and bids from other
auction participants. A friend or agent may place bids on
your behalf, provided that we have received your written
authorization prior to the sale. Absentee bid forms are available
in our catalogs, online at www.bonhams.com/us, and at our
San Francisco, Los Angeles and New York galleries.
By Telephone
Under special circumstances, we can arrange for you to bid
by telephone. To arrange for a telephone bid, please contact
our Client Services Department a minimum of 24 hours prior
to the sale.
Online
Web users may place absentee bids online from anywhere
in the world. To bid online, please visit our website at www.
bonhams.com/us.

Previews
Auction previews are your chance to inspect each lot prior to
the auction. We encourage you to look closely and examine
each object on which you may want to bid so that you will
know as much as possible about it. Items are sold “as is” and
with all faults; illustrations in our catalogs, website and other
materials are provided for identification only. At the previews,
our staff is always available to answer your questions and
guide you through the auction process. Condition reports may
be available upon request.

We are pleased to make our live online bidding facility available
to bidders in this sale.

Estimates
Bonhams catalogs include estimates for each lot, exclusive of
buyer’s premium and tax. The estimates are provided as an
approximate guide to current market value and should not be
interpreted as a representation or prediction of actual selling
prices. They are determined well in advance of a sale and are
subject to revision. Please contact us should you have any
questions about value estimates.

$50-200..........................................by $10s
$200-500........................................by $20/50/80s
$500-1,000.....................................by $50s
$1,000-2,000..................................by $100s
$2,000-5,000..................................by $200/500/800s
$5,000-10,000….............................by $500s
$10,000-20,000..............................by $1,000s
$20,000-50,000..............................by $2,000/5,000/8,000s
$50,000-100,000............................by $5,000s
$100,000-200,000..........................by $10,000s
above $200,000..............................at auctioneer’s discretion

Reserves
All lots in a catalog are subject to a reserve unless otherwise
indicated. The reserve is the minimum price that the seller is
willing to accept for a lot. This amount is confidential and does
not exceed the low estimated value.
BIDDING AT AUCTION
At Bonhams, you can bid in many ways: in person, via
absentee bid, over the phone, or via Bonhams’ online bidding
facility. Absentee bids can be submitted in person, online, via
fax or via email.
A valid Bonhams client account is required to participate in
bidding activity. You can obtain registration information online, at
the reception desk or by calling our Client Services Department.
By bidding at auction, whether in person or by agent, by
absentee bid, telephone, online or other means, the buyer or
bidder agrees to be bound by the Conditions of Sale.
Lots are auctioned in consecutive numerical order as they
appear in the catalog. Bidding normally begins below
the low estimate. The auctioneer will accept bids from
interested parties present in the saleroom, from telephone
bidders, and from absentee bidders who have left written
bids in advance of the sale. The auctioneer may also
execute bids on behalf of the consignor up to the amount
of the reserve, but never above it.
We assume no responsibility for failure to execute bids for any
reason whatsoever.
In Person
If you are planning to bid at auction, you will need to register
at the reception desk in order to receive a numbered bid
card. To place a bid, hold up your card so that the auctioneer
can clearly see it. Decide on the maximum amount that
you wish to pay, exclusive of buyer’s premium and tax, and
continue bidding until your bid prevails or you reach your limit.
If you are the successful bidder on a lot, the auctioneer will
acknowledge your paddle number and bid amount.
Absentee Bids
As a service to those wishing to place bids, we may at our
discretion accept bids without charge in advance of sale by
telephone, by facsimile or in writing on bidding forms available
from us. “Buy” bids will not be accepted; all bids must state the
highest bid price the bidder is willing to pay. Our auction staff

Additional terms and conditions of sale relating to online
bidding will apply. Please see www.bonhams.com/21534 or
contact the Client Services Department to obtain information
and learn how you can register and bid online in this sale.
Bid Increments
Bonhams generally uses the following increment multiples as
bidding progresses:

The auctioneer may split or reject any bid at any time at
his or her discretion as outlined in the Conditions of Sale.
Currency Converter
Solely for the convenience of bidders, a currency converter
may be provided at Bonhams sales. The rates quoted for
conversion of other currencies to U.S. Dollars are indications
only and should not be relied upon by a bidder, and neither
Bonhams nor its agents shall be responsible for any errors
or omissions in the operation or accuracy of the currency
converter.
Buyer’s Premium
A buyer’s premium is added to the winning bid price of each
individual lot purchased, at the rates set forth in the Conditions
of Sale. The winning bid price plus the premium constitute
the purchase price for the lot. Applicable sales taxes are
computed based on this figure, and the total becomes your
final purchase price.
Unless specifically illustrated and noted, fine art frames are
not included in the estimate or purchase price. Bonhams
accepts no liability for damage or loss to frames during
storage or shipment.
All sales are final and subject to the Conditions of Sale
found in our catalogs, on our website, and available at the
reception desk.
Payment
All buyers are asked to pay and pick up by 3pm on the
business day following the auction. Payment may be made
to Bonhams by cash, checks drawn on a U.S. bank, money
order, wire transfer, or by Visa, MasterCard, American Express
or Discover credit or charge card or debit card. All items must
be paid for within 5 business days of the sale. Please note that
payment by personal or business check may result in property
not being released until purchase funds clear our bank.
Sales Tax
California, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Illinois, Nevada, New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Washington DC and Washington state residents
must pay applicable sales tax. Other state or local taxes
(or compensating use taxes) may apply. Sales tax will be

automatically added to the invoice unless a valid resale
number has been furnished or the property is shipped via
common carrier to destinations outside the states listed
above. If you wish to use your resale license please contact
Cashiers for our form.
Shipping & Removal
Buyers are to review the Offsite Sold Property Storage
page for a list of lots that will be removed to the offsite
warehouse of Box Brothers. These designated lots
must be retrieved by the buyer prior to the day and time
designated on the Offsite Sold Property Storage page. If
buyers of these designated lots also buy other lots, such
as decorations, rugs or works of art, these lots may also
be removed to the warehouse of Box Brothers, so all
lots remain together and customers can collect or ship
from one location. All other items will remain at Bonhams
for a period of 21 days, after which time they may be
transferred to offsite storage. Wine, Jewelry, Natural
History, Collectibles, 20th Century Decorative Arts, Rugs,
Native American Art and most Arms & Armor auctions are
not included in this policy.
Box Brothers San Leandro (for San Francisco auctions only)
1471 Doolittle Drive, San Leandro, CA 94577
Tel (800) 942 6822; Fax (510) 628 8454
Box Brothers Los Angeles (for Los Angeles auctions only)
220 W. Ivy Ave, Unit C, Inglewood, Ca 90302
+1 (310) 419 9915 or +1 (800) 474 7447
Box Brothers is open Monday-Friday 8am-5pm with
Saturday and Sunday hours available. Buyers must contact
Box Brothers 24 hours in advance of pickup. Appointments
are required.
Bonhams can accommodate shipping for certain items.
Please contact our Cashiers Department for more information
or to obtain a quote. Refer to Conditions of Sale for special
terms governing the shipment of Arms and Wine. Shipments
are made during weekday business hours up to four weeks
after payment is received. Carriers are not permitted to deliver
to P.O. Boxes.
International buyers are responsible for all import/export
customs duties and taxes. An invoice stating the actual
purchase price(s) will accompany all international purchases.
Simultaneous sale property collection notice:
If this sale previews in multiple cities, please see the title page
for details regarding final location of property for collection.
Handling and Storage Charges
Please note: For sold lots removed to Box Brothers, there will
be no post-sale storage charge for lots collected within 5 days
from the sale date. For lots that remain at Bonhams, there will
be no post-sale storage charge for lots collected within 21
days of the sale date. Handling fees may apply.
Lots uncollected at Bonhams after 21 days may be removed
to the warehouse of Box Brothers. Handling and storage fees
will apply.
Insurance: All sold lots are insured by Box Brothers at the sum
of the hammer price plus buyer’s premium.
Please refer to Box Brothers for a list of Handling,
Storage and Insurance fees.
Payment
Payments for purchased lots must be made directly to
Bonhams. Box Brothers will not release property to a buyer
unless the buyer has paid Bonhams first. All charges for
handling and storage due to Box Brothers must be paid by
the time of collection from their warehouse. Please telephone
Box Brothers at +1 (800) 474 7447 in advance to ascertain
the amount due. Lots will only be released from Box
Brothers’ warehouse with a “Release Order” obtained
from the cashier’s office at Bonhams.
The removal/storage and/or shipment by Box Brothers of any
lots will be subject to their standard Conditions of Business,
copies of which are available at Bonhams or from Box
Brothers directly.
Auction Results
To find out the final purchase price for any lot following
the sale, please call our automated auction results line at
+1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3400. Auction results are usually
available on the next business day following the sale or
online at www.bonhams.com/us.

NOTICE REGARDING ENDANGERED SPECIES
The export of a lot from the United States or import into
certain countries may be subject to export and import
regulations, licensure and/or other restrictions; in particular,
lots containing animal materials such as ivory, rhinoceros horn,
tortoise shell or whalebone may require the granting of one
or more export or import licenses or may be banned from
import altogether by some countries. Lots noted in the catalog
with a Y next to the lot number (e.g., 1001Y) contain one or
more such animal materials. It is the buyer’s responsibility to
investigate any such restrictions and to obtain any relevant
export and import licences. Please note that this process
is governed by local authorities and may take considerable
time. Regardless of any delay in the obtaining of an export or
import license or denial of a license’s issuance, purchased lots
shall be paid for in accordance with the Conditions of Sale ,
and any such delay or denial shall not serve as the basis for
the cancellation of any sale. Prospective buyers are advised
to obtain information from the relevant regulatory authorities
regarding export and import restrictions, requirements and
costs prior to bidding.

1000
ANCORA: Luca Signorelli Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Inspired by the work of Renaissance artist Luca Signorelli. The body
is hand-painted with a depiction of the Annunciation; the gold-plated
cap is detailed with scroll and quatrefoil decoration. Medium 18K gold
nib. No packaging; booklet and certificate in small hardback folder.
Limited Edition: 20/88.
$500 - 800

1005
ANCORA: Torre de Pisa Vermeil, Marble and Red Resin Limited
Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Irridescent red resin, gold-plated sterling silver trim, Italian marble.
Styled after the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Broad 18K gold nib. No
packaging; booklet and certificate in small hardback folder. Limited
Edition: 06/88.
$500 - 800

1001
ANCORA: Admiral Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen &
Rollerball Set
Seafaring theme. Woodgrained resin with gold-plated trim, decorated
with nautical motifs. Medium 18K gold nib. No packaging; comes with
booklet. Limited Edition: each 13/88.
$800 - 1,200

1006
ANCORA: Paua Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Red ebonite, Paua mother-of-pearl, 18K gold trim, vermeil dragon clip,
topaz eyes. Tropical theme. 18K gold nib, size not indicated, appears
medium, has been inked. No packaging. Year of production: 1997.
Limited Edition: 056/888.
$500 - 800

1002
ANCORA: Graal [Knight Templar] Limited Edition 88 Rollerball
Hand-painted resin, gold-plated trim. Depicts a Knight Templar
pursuing the Holy Grail. Templar sword pocket clip (a bit loose). No
packaging; booklet and certificate in small hardback folder. Limited
Edition: 55/88.
$500 - 800

1007
ANCORA: Sienna Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Red ebonite, mother-of-pearl panels, gold-plated trim. Quite a lovely
pen. Fine 18K gold nib. Red leather display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 042/888.
$600 - 900

1003
ANCORA: Suprema Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Irridescent blue resin, Italian marble, gold-plated trim. Medium 18K
gold nib. No packaging; booklet and certificate in small hardback
folder. Limited Edition: 79/88.
$500 - 800
1004
ANCORA: Torre de Pisa Vermeil, Marble and Blue Resin Limited
Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Irridescent blue resin, gold-plated sterling silver trim, Italian marble.
Styled after the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 1.25” scratch to marble.
Medium 18K gold nib. No packaging; booklet and certificate in small
hardback folder. Limited Edition: 21/88.
$500 - 800
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1008
ANCORA: Vesuvio Sterling Silver Limited Edition 88 Fountain
Pen
Iridescent red resin, sterling silver fittings. Lava stone captop, crowned
with silver, set with ruby. Fine 18K gold nib. Display box. Year of
production: 2002. Limited Edition: 30/88.
$800 - 1,200
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1009
ANCORA: Cava Michelangelo Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Red resin, sterling silver & white carrara marble from quarry that
supplied Michelangelo. Medium 18K gold nib, has been inked. No
packaging; booklet and certificate in small hardback folder. Year of
production: 2000. Limited Edition: 11/88.
$600 - 900

1013
AURORA: Brasil 500 Annos Limited Edition 500 Fountain Pen
Commemorates Brazil’s 500th anniversary. Based on Optima model,
dark green barrel, 18K gold-plated chased cap, Brazilian flag on
captop. Extra-fine 14K gold nib. Outer sleeve, display box, booklet.
Year of production: 2000. Limited Edition: 020/500.
$600 - 900

1010
ANCORA: Nikolay Gogol 200th Anniversary Limited Edition 20
Fountain Pen
Italian marble, gold-plated trim decorated with portrait of the
celebrated Russian fabulist. Medium 18K gold nib. No packaging;
certificate in small hardcover folder. Limited Edition: 04/20.
$500 - 800

1014
AURORA: Leonardo Da Vinci Limited Edition 1919 Fountain Pen
Gold-plated cap & barrel, engraved with text and images from Da
Vinci’s notebooks. Fine 18K gold nib. Outer sleeve, inner sleeve, wood
display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 1059/1919.
$600 - 900

1011
AURORA: Giuseppi Verdi La Royale Solid Platinum & Diamonds
Limited Edition 99 Fountain Pen
Aurora’s most lyrical design. Hallmarked 950 solid platinum, 18K solid
gold trim, captop set with brilliant-cut diamonds. Piston-filler. Extrafine 18K gold nib. Velveteen outer box, lacquered wood display box,
booklet, papers. Year of production: 1998. Original retail: $18,500.
Limited Edition: 54/99.
$3,000 - 5,000
1012
AURORA: Giuseppi Verdi Opera 18K Solid Gold Cap Limited
Edition 199 Fountain Pen
Black resin barrel, etched laurel & lyre motif, 18K solid gold cap.
Piston-filler. Fine 18K gold nib, Greek lyre motif, has seen ink. Outer
box, lacquered wood display box, booklet, papers. Year of production:
1998. Limited Edition: 116/199.
$1,000 - 1,500
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1015
AURORA: Hong Kong Comemmoration [Benvenuto Cellini] 18K
Solid Gold Limited Edition 199 Fountain Pen
18K solid gold cap and barrel, hand-carved with Asian motifs. Green
captop cabochon. Piston-filler. Medium 18K gold nib. Green velveteen
outer box, lacquered wood display box, small hardcover booklet. Year
of production: 1997. Original retail: $8500. Limited Edition: 094/199.
$2,500 - 3,500
1016
AURORA: Hong Kong Commemoration [Benvenuto Cellini]
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 1997 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver cap and barrel with Asian motifs. Fine 18K gold nib, has
been inked. Outer sleeve, inner sleeve, wood display box, ink bottle,
booklet. Limited Edition: 1357/1997.
$1,000 - 1,500
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1017
AURORA: Lot of 9 Sterling Silver & Vermeil Instruments
9 instruments, some from the Optima Series, comprising:
*Matching sterling silver guilloched fountain pen & ballpoint with goldplated Greek key cap bands;
*Matching gold-plated, pinstriped fountain pen with two ballpoints;
*Matching vermeil guilloched fountain pen & ballpoint with Greek key
cap bands;
*Matching black acrylic and guilloched sterling silver fountain pen &
ballpoint with gold-plated Greek key bands. 14K gold nibs, some of
which have been inked. Four display boxes with outer sleeves. Unlimited.
$1,000 - 1,500
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1018
AURORA: Yellow & Gold Set of 3 Limited Edition Instruments
Yellow celluloid, black captops & endpieces, gold-plated trim. Includes
fountain pen, rollerball & ballpoint. Medium 18K gold nib. Outer
sleeves, display boxes, one ink bottle. Limited Editions: numbers
1068, 4624 & 5998 of unstated limitations.
$600 - 900
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1019
BREGUET: Sterling Silver Guilloche Limited Edition Fountain Pen
Guilloched sterling silver, milled barrel resembling crown of watch, clip
resembling watch hand. Medium 18K gold nib, has been inked. Outer
box, burlwood presentation box, crystal ink bottle. Limited Edition:
125 of an unstated limitation.
$600 - 1,200
1020
CARAN D’ACHE: La Modernista Limited Edition 1888
Fountain Pen
Bold design embodying spirit of modernism. Rhodium-plated silver,
enamel mosaic. Some scratches to bottom of barrel. Fine 18K gold
nib, has been inked. Outer box, lacquered wood display box, inkwell,
booklet. Year of production: 1994. Limited Edition: 0220/1888.
$1,500 - 2,000
1021
CARTIER: Art Deco Chinese Prestige Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Chinoiserie-inspired design reflecting Asian influence on Art Deco.
Tapered black enamel, ornate design in yellow gold plate, carved coral
plaque atop cap, coral cabochon set in endpiece. 18K gold nib, size
not indicated, appears fine, has been inked. Red leather display box,
red velvet pen sleeve, clear lucite holder. Year of production: 2008.
Limited Edition: 319/888.
$2,000 - 3,000
1022
CARTIER: Perpetual Calendar & Clock Ballpoint Pen Limited
Edition 2000
Black lacquer platinum-plated ballpoint, built-in quartz mini clock, rotating
protective cover for clock face. English version. Year of production: 1999.
Outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0381/2000.
$1,200 - 1,800

1023
CONWAY STEWART: Fifth Element Limited Edition 100
Fountain Pen
Part of the Conway Stewart’s “Elements” series. The fifth element
is gold, representing spirituality. Yellow enamel over sterling silver
guilloche, geometric design to sterling silver cap. Extra-fine 18K twotone gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, outer display box, inner
display box. Limited Edition: 024/100.
$900 - 1,200
1024
CROSS: 150th Anniversary 12K Gold-Filled Limited Edition 2750
Fountain Pen
Based on classic 1930s model. 12K gold-filled, flamme pattern,
polished resin bands. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
wood display box, booklet, chamois. Year of production: 1995.
Limited edition: 1862/2750.
$600 - 900
1025
DANI TRIO: Grand Phantas 18K Gold & Diamond Limited
Edition 50 Fountain Pen
Dragon motif. 18K gold filigree over sterling silver barrel, ruby eyes,
two clusters of brilliant-cut diamonds. Medium 18K gold nib. Outer
box, wood display box, papers. Year of production: 1997. Limited
Edition: 05/50.
$1,500 - 2,500
1026
DANI TRIO: Grand Phantas Sterling Silver Limited Edition 300
Fountain Pen
Sterling silver filigree, ruby eyes, cubic zirconia. Medium 18K gold
nib. Outer box, wood display box, papers. Year of production: 1997.
Limited Edition: 194/300.
$600 - 900
1027
DAVID OSCARSON: Jacques de Molay Limited Edition 700
Fountain Pen
Engraved sterling silver barrel & cap, black & white enamel mosaic,
Templar sword pocket clip. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
lacquered wood display box, leaflets, chamois. Limited edition: 087/700.
$1,500 - 2,500
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1028
DAVID OSCARSON: Celestial Blue & Yellow Limited Edition 88
Fountain Pen
Sterling silver, enamel & vermeil. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer
box, lacquered wood display box, leaflets. Limited Edition: 20/88.
$1,000 - 1,500
1029
DAVID OSCARSON: Harvest Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Guilloched sterling silver, amber-colored enamel, cloisonne wheat
stalks, vermeil trim. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
lacquered wood display box, photos, leaflet. Limited Edition: 32/88.
$1,200 - 1,800
1030
DAVID OSCARSON: Seaside (Yellow) Limited Edition 88
Fountain Pen
Guilloched sterling silver, yellow enamel, cloisonne seashells. Medium
18K two-tone gold nib. No packaging. Limited Edition: 11/88.
$1,200 - 1,800
1031
DAVID OSCARSON: Henrik Wigstrom Trophy Collection (Blue)
Limited Edition 128 Fountain Pen
Inspired by Wigstrom, Faberge’s top craftsman. Guilloched sterling
silver, blue enamel & hard white enamel. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib, has been inked. No packaging. Year of production: 2002. Limited
Edition: 058/128.
$800 - 1,200
1032
DAVID OSCARSON: Henrik Wigstrom Trophy Collection (Green)
Limited Edition 128 Fountain Pen
Guilloched sterling silver, green enamel & hard white enamel.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Year of production: 2002. Limited
Edition: 029/128.
$800 - 1,200
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1033
DAVID OSCARSON: Henrik Wigstrom Trophy Collection
(Crimson) Limited Edition 128 Fountain Pen
Guilloched sterling silver, crimson enamel & hard white enamel, vermeil
trim. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, lacquered wood
display box, booklet, leaflet, chamois. Year of production: 2002.
Limited Edition: 092/128.
$800 - 1,200
1034
DAVID OSCARSON: Henrik Wigstrom Trophy Collection
(Crimson) Limited Edition 128 Fountain Pen
Guilloched sterling silver, crimson enamel, hard white enamel,
vermeil trim. 2” x 1/3” enamel loss. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib,
has been inked. No packaging. Year of production: 2002. Limited
Edition: 078/128.
$600 - 900
1035
DAVID OSCARSON: Crystal & Sterling Silver Limited Edition 128
Fountain Pen
Crystal barrel etched with floral motif, sterling silver section & trim,
blue enamel cap and band. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer
box, display box, mismatched leaflet (for Wigstrom pen). Limited
Edition: 032/128.
$1,000 - 1,500
1036
DAVID OSCARSON: Crystal & Sterling Silver (Blue) Limited
Edition 128 Fountain Pen
Crystal barrel etched with floral motif, sterling silver section & trim, blue
enamel cap and band. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. No packaging.
Limited Edition: 027/128.
$1,200 - 1,800
1037
DAVID OSCARSON: Crystal & Vermeil (Green) Limited Edition
128 Fountain Pen
Crystal barrel etched with floral motif, vermeil section & trim, green
enamel cap and band. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. No packaging.
Limited Edition: 027/128.
$1,200 - 1,800
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1038
DELTA: Colosseum Lot of 4 Limited Edition 1926 Instruments
Marbled orange celluloid, black resin, silver trim. Fountain pen (leverfiller, medium 18K nib, has been inked); rollerball; ballpoint; mechanical
pencil. Outer boxes, inner sleeves, display boxes, booklets. Limited
Edition: each variously numbered within 1926 limitation.
$1,000 - 1,500
1039
DELTA: The Return to China 18K Gold Limited Edition 30 Set of
Three Fountain Pens
Commemorates Hong Kong’s return to China in 1997. Each with
solid 18K yellow, white or pink gold band. Captop cabochons. Leverfillers. Medium 18K two-tone gold nibs. Display box, ink bottles, pins,
papers. Year of production: 1997. Limited Edition: 09/30.
$1,000 - 1,500
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1040
DELTA: The Return to China Platinum, Gold & Silver Limited
Edition 300 Set of Three Fountain Pens
Each with platinum-plated or gold-plated silver band. Lever-fillers.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nibs, have been inked. Display box, ink
bottles, pins, papers. Limited Edition: 223/300.
$600 - 9,000
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1041
DELTA: Jubilaeum 2000 Pair of 18K Gold Limited Edition 150
Fountain Pens
Two solid 18K gold pens, black & red celluloid. Commemorates “Ano
del Jvbilaeum” (Holy year of the Jubilee). Lever-fillers. Fine 18K twotone gold nibs. Outer boxes (damaged), wood display boxes, booklet.
Year of production: 1997. Original retail: $13,000 for the pair. Limited
Edition: 147/150.
$4,000 - 6,000
1042
DELTA: Jubilaeum 2000 Pair of Sterling Silver Limited Edition
2000 Fountain Pens
Sterling silver, black and red resin. Lever-fillers. Medium 18K two-tone
gold nibs. Outer boxes, display boxes. Year of production: 1997.
Limited Edition: both 0331/2000.
$1,200 - 1,800
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1043
DUNHILL: Lot of 4 Silver Instruments
Four silver instruments, comprising two fountain pens and two
ballpoint pens. Not hallmarked, possibly sterling. Godron-patterned.
One pair with plain pocket clips, one with blue lacquer inlays to clips.
Some patina. 18K gold nibs, sizes not indicated, appear fine, have
been inked. Two display boxes. Unlimited.
$600 - 900
1044
DUNHILL: Bulldog Sterling Silver Limited Edition 350
Fountain Pen
Black resin, sterling silver section and trim, wonderfully detailed
sterling silver bulldog head set in the captop, sterling clip shaped like
bulldog paw. 18K gold nib, size not indicated, appears medium, has
been inked. Outer box, pen sleeve, booklet. Unlimited.
$1,000 - 1,500
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1045
1045
DUPONT: Les Eléments Lot of Four 18K Gold Limited Edition
200 Fountain Pens
Honors elements of earth, air, fire & water. 18K solid gold & Chinese
lacquer, two diamonds in each pocket clip. Numbers do not match.
Medium 18K gold nibs. Two outer boxes, four leather pyramidal
display boxes, leaflets. Year of production: 1995. Limited Edition:
each one of 200.
$6,000 - 9,000
1046
DUPONT: Montparnasse Rendezvous Soleil Limited Edition
2000 Fountain Pen
Red lacquer flames on a golden background. OM 18K gold nib.
Illustrated display box with previous owner’s stickers. Limited Edition:
0557/2000.
$1,000 - 1,500
1047
DUPONT: Art Deco Limited Edition 1500 Fountain Pen
Red & black lacquer, gold plate, Art Deco styling. 18K gold nib, size
not indicated, appears medium. Outer box, display box, booklet. Year
of production: 1996. Limited Edition: 0030/1500.
$600 - 900
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1048
DUPONT: Teatro Limited Edition 1000 Fountain Pen &
Rollerball Pair
Fountain pen & rollerball themed after the Harlequin’s coat in Commedia
del Arte. Red Chinese lacquer, gold plate. Outer boxes, display boxes,
booklets. 18K gold nib, size not indicated, appears medium. Year of
production: 1997. Limited Editions: 0030& 0031/1000.
$800 - 1,200
1049
DUPONT: Perspective 2000 Lot of 3 Limited Edition 2000
Instruments
Fountain pen, rollerball & ballpoint. Black Chinese lacquer, palladium.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer boxes, display boxes, booklets.
Year of production: 1999. Limited Editions: 0141 & 0507/2000.
$800 - 1,200
1050
DUPONT: Pair of 18K Solid Gold Pinstriped Instruments
Solid 18K yellow gold fountain pen & ballpoint, godron patterned. 18K
gold nib, size not indicated, appears fine. Outer boxes, wood display
boxes, booklets. Unlimited.
$1,200 - 1,800
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1051
ELYSEE: Print No. 1 & Edition No. 2 Lot of Six Limited
Edition Instruments
Print No. 1: Colored lacquer and 18K yellow gold-plated fountain pen,
rollerball and propelling pencil set. Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold nib.
[With] Edition No. 2: Green & turquoise lacquer and 18K white goldplated fountain pen, rollerball and propelling pencil set. Medium 18K
gold nib. Outer sleeves, display boxes. Unstated limitations.
$800 - 1,200
1052
FABER-CASTELL: Sterling Silver Anniversary Limited Edition
1948 Propelling Pencil 1948-1998 (Lot of Three)
TK 9400 model, 50th anniversary design, sterling silver, concentric
bands at cone, slender profile. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, wood
display boxes, booklets. Two pencils still sealed in bag. Only one
shown in photo. Limited Editions: 0362, 0363 & 0364 of 1948.
$800 - 1,200
1053
FABER-CASTELL: Graf von Faber-Castell Pen of the Year
[2001] Stainless Steel & Diamonds Limited Edition 1761
Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Magnum-sized pen created for Faber-Castell’s 240th anniversary. Often
considered Faber’s finest limited edition instrument. Stainless steel,
100-year-old olive wood, three brilliant-cut diamonds set in captop.
Sealed in bag. 18K two-tone gold nib, size unknown. Outer sleeve,
slipcover, display box, pillow, booklet. Limited Edition: 0330/1761.
$1,500 - 2,000
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1054
FABER-CASTELL: White Gold & Diamonds Limited Edition 99
Propelling Pencil *SEALED*
18K solid white gold cap and endpiece, hardwood barrel, three
brilliant-cut diamonds set in captop. A seldom-seen instrument, still
sealed in bag. Outer sleeve, slipcover, padded leather display box,
pillow, drawstring bag. Limited Edition: 34/99.
$4,000 - 6,000
1055
FABER-CASTELL: Stainless Steel & Diamonds Limited Edition
240 Propelling Pencil
Stainless steel cap and endpiece, hardwood barrel, three brilliant-cut
diamonds set in captop. Sealed in bag. Outer sleeve, slipcover, display
box, pillow, drawstring bag. Limited Edition: 023/240.
$600 - 900
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1056
GRAYSON TIGHE: Seahorse Scrimshaw Limited Edition 1
Fountain Pen
Faux ivory, stainless steel, scrimshaw-style aquatic motifs handrendered by Bob Hergert. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Year of
production: 2006. Outer box, display box, certificate. Limited Edition:
Artist’s Proof #1.
$2,000 - 3,000
1057
GRAYSON TIGHE: Last Supper Scrimshaw Limited Edition 1
Fountain Pen
Faux ivory & stainless steel, illustrated with Biblical scenes including
Last Supper, crucifixion at Golgotha, etc. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib. Year of production: 2006. Outer box, display box, certificate.
Limited Edition: Artist’s Proof #1.
$2,000 - 3,000
1058
GRAYSON TIGHE: Phoenix Titanium & Diamond Limited Edition
1 Fountain Pen
Titanium, stainless steel, garnet & diamond. Hand-made by Grayson
Tighe in collaboration with Jose de Braga. Fine 18K two-tone gold
nib. Year of production: 2007. Outer box, display box, certificate.
Limited Edition: 1/1.
$2,000 - 3,000
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1059
GRAYSON TIGHE: Phoenix Titanium & Diamond Limited
Edition 1 Rollerball
Titanium, stainless steel, garnet & diamond. Hand-made by Grayson
Tighe in collaboration with Jose de Braga. Year of production: 2007.
Outer box, display box, certificate. Limited Edition: 1/1.
$2,000 - 3,000
1060
GRAYSON TIGHE: Titanium and Victorian Blackwood Limited
Edition 8 Fountain Pen & Rollerball Set
Hand-carved African blackwood and titanium. Medium 18K gold nib,
has been inked. Outer boxes, lamb leather display boxes, certificates
of authenticity. Limited Edition: each is 1/8.
$1,000 - 1,500
1061
JEAN PIERRE LEPINE: Graphyscaf 22K Gold-Plated Limited
Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Winner of Most Creative Pen award, Scriptura Pen Show, Lyon,
France. 22K gold-plated stainless steel, porthole in cap. Handmade
18K two-tone gold nib, size not indicated, appears medium. Outer
box, damaged wood & glass display box, papers (packaging &
papers are for Lepine Cybergraph). Year of production: 1998.
Limited Edition: 824/888.
$1,500 - 2,000
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1062
KRONE: Abraham Lincoln DNA Limited Edition 1008
Fountain Pen
Woodgrained ebonite, sterling silver trim, captop contains DNA from
Lincoln’s hair. Clone your own Abe. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib. Outer box, wood display box, leather folder, papers. Year of
production: 1998. Limited Edition: 0108/1008.
$700 - 900
1063
KRONE: Sir Edmund Hillary Mount Everest Limited Edition 1088
Fountain Pen
Commemorates Hillary’s historic ascent of Earth’s tallest mountain.
Pearl and jet marbled resin, silver-trimmed cap with rock fragment
from Everest’s summit. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
display box, sculptural Mount Everest pen-holder, booklet. Limited
Edition: 0529/1088.
$900 - 1,300
1064
KRONE: Space in Time Limited Edition 250 Fountain Pen
Translucent enamel hand-painted with bucolic scene, layered over
mother-of-pearl, 18K gold accents. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib,
has been inked. No packaging. Year of production: 1999. Limited
Edition: 152/250.
$1,500 - 2,000
1065
KRONE: Babe Ruth Limited Edition 288 Fountain Pen
Honors legendary Babe Ruth. Genuine fragment of game-used
Babe Ruth bat mounted in sterling silver clip. Sterling silver figure
of Bambino at bat, against hand-painted background of cheering
fans. Cap resembles pinstriped Yankees uniform. Piston-filler.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, clothlined display box resembling Ruth’s #3 Yankee’s jersey, papers.
Limited Edition: 159/288.
$1,800 - 2,400

1066
KRONE: General George S. Patton Sterling Silver Limited
Edition 288 Fountain Pen
Tribute to the four star general who helped lead Allied troops to victory
in WWII. Damascus steel, sterling silver barrel band, cap decorated
with four stars, clip bears 7th Army insignia and cantains tiny fragment
of epaulette worn by Patton. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer
box, wood display box, booklet, papers. Year of production: 2003.
Limited Edition: 088/288.
$1,000 - 1,500
1067
KRONE: Shakespeare Sterling Silver Limited Edition 588
Fountain Pen
Celebrates Shakespeare’s literary legacy. Royal purple celluloid, sterling
silver, 18K gold-plated portrait of Shakespeare. Contains fragment of
Shakespeare’s mulberry tree from Stratford-Upon-Avon. Fine 18K twotone gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, leather display box, booklet.
Year of production: 1999. Limited Edition: 379/388.
$1,000 - 1,500
1068
KRONE: Sigmund Freud Sterling Silver Limited Edition 388
Fountain Pen
Tribute to the father of psychotherapy, decorated with suureal images
suggesting aspects of Freud’s The Interpretation of Dreams. Handpainted mother-of-pearl, sterling silver cap overlay. Medium 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, lacquered wood display box with
quilted leather top resembling psychiatrist’s couch; booklet. Year of
production: 2006. Limited Edition: 085/388.
$1,500 - 2,500
1069
KRONE: Albert Einstein Limited Edition 288 Fountain Pen
Aspects of Einstein’s theories are reflected on barrel, composed
of gradient-colored titanium and hand-painted mother-of-pearl.
Contains authentic fragment from one of Einstein’s handwritten
equations. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, lacquered
wood display box with faceted window, booklet. Year of production:
2005. Limited Edition: 058/288.
$2,500 - 3,500
1070Y Ф
KRONE: Michelangelo Mammoth Ivory & Gold Limited Edition
188 Fountain Pen
Inspired by Michelangelo’s life & art. Hand-carved mammoth ivory,
hammered antiqued gold-plate. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib.
Outer box, display box, booklet. Year of production: 2002. Limited
Edition: 073/188.
$1,800 - 2,400
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1071
KRONE: General George Armstrong Custer Limited Edition 388
Fountain Pen
Buffalo horn barrel & cap, handpainted scene from Custer’s Last
Stand. Sterling silver trim. Contains fragments from Custer’s powder
horn and bead from Sitting Bull’s camp. Outer box, lacquered wood
display box inset with photo of Custer, pen sleeve, booklet. Year of
production: 2007. Limited Edition: 028/388.
$1,200 - 1,800
1072
KRONE: Tarzan Limited Edition 388 Fountain Pen
Themed after the fictional jungle lord. Hand-painted cap & barrel,
brass trim, African Wenge wood endpiece & cap ring. Medium 18K
gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, display box, antique African
money bracelet in velvet pouch, velvet pen sleeve, booklet. Limited
Edition: 006/388.
$1,500 - 2,500
1073
KRONE: Marilyn Monroe Limited Edition 288 Fountain Pen
The silver screen goddess is celebrated in this ivory celluloid pen
with gold-plated overlay. Captop contains genuine fragment of
Marilyn’s red lipstick, surrounded by pavé diamonds. Tiny stanhope
viewer in captop reveals famous portrait of the actress. Fine 18K
gold nib. Outer box, display box, booklet. Year of production: 2003.
Limited Edition: 025/288.
$1,200 - 1,800
1074Y Ф
KRONE: Tyrannosaurus Rex Mammoth Ivory Limited Edition
188 Fountain Pen
Antique bronze cap, endpiece & trim; amber captop disc etched
with T. Rex; alternating barrel bands of tiger’s eye marble and ancient
mammoth ivory. Central ivory band carved with T. Rex chasing prey.
Cap band contains T. Rex tooth fragment. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib. Outer box, display box, booklet, certificate of authenticity. Limited
Edition: 068/188.
$1,800 - 2,500
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1075
KRONE: Wright Brothers Limited Edition 288 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver cap & endpiece; hand-painted mother-of-pearl barrel
depicting Wright Brothers’ flight at Kitty Hawk. Actual piece of wing
fabric from Wright Brothers’ plane embedded in cap. Medium 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, leather display box, booklet. Year of
production: 2002. Limited Edition: 073/288.
$1,500 - 2,500
1076
MICHEL PERCHIN: 1925 Art Deco Sterling Silver Mahogany
Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver guilloche body, 22K gold vermeil band and trim,
mahogany translucent enamel ends, onyx captop cabochon. Medium
18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, mailer. Year of
production: 1999. Limited Edition: 08/88.
$1,500 - 2,000
1077
MICHEL PERCHIN: 1925 Art Deco Sterling Silver Turquoise
Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver guilloche body, 22K gold vermeil band and trim,
turquoise translucent enamel ends, blue sapphire captop cabochon.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, leaflet,
chamois. Year of production: 1999. Limited Edition: 08/88.
$1,500 - 2,000
1078
MICHEL PERCHIN: Green & Gold Ribbed Limited Edition 500
Fountain Pen
Inspired by Faberge’s Imperial Russian Easter eggs. Emerald green
translucent enamel over guilloched vermeil, 22K gold-plated ribs,
vermeil band, Colombian emerald captop cabochon. Medium 18K
two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, wood display box. Year
of production: 1996. Limited Edition: 151/500.
$1,000 - 1,500
1079
MARLEN: Tikal Inca Sterling Silver Limited Edition 416
Fountain Pen
Celebrates the Mayan capital, Tikal. Dark gray celluloid, ivory resin cap,
sterling silver panel. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. No
packaging. Year of production: 1996. Limited Edition: 062/416.
$500 - 800
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1080

1080
MONTBLANC: Lalique Limited Edition 4810 Desk Set
Set of crystal writing accessories created exclusively for Montblanc
by the Lalique glass and crystal works. Pen holder, inkwell &
platform, blotting paper holder. Display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 2583/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500
1081
MONTBLANC: Boheme “Silver Bleu” Set of 3 Sterling Silver
Instruments
Boheme-size safety fountain pen, rollerball & mechanical pencil,
barleycorn sterling silver, black resin captops & endpieces, synthetic
blue sapphires. Fully retractable medium 18K gold nib. Some patina.
Display box, possibly not original. Unlimited.
$700 - 1,000
1082
MONTBLANC: Boheme Doué Platinum-Plated Fountain Pen &
Rollerball Pair
Boheme-size safety fountain pen and rollerball, platinum-plated caps,
endpieces & trim, crosshatched black lacquer barrels, black resin
captops & endpieces, synthetic gems. Fully retractable fine 18K gold
nib, has been inked. Display box, possibly not original. Unlimited.
$700 - 1,000
1083
MONTBLANC: Soulmakers for 100 Years Limited Edition
1906 Rollerball
Granite patterned resin barrel, sterling silver trim, diamond set in
captop dome. Outer box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Year
of production: 2006. Limited Edition: 1355/1906.
$800 - 1,200
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1084
MONTBLANC: Vacheron Constantin Exclusive Edition
Ballpoint Pen
Solitaire Classique Meisterstuck, white metal without hallmarks,
appears to be platinum-plated, black resin engraved with intricate
pattern. Exclusively branded for Vacheron Constantin, Swiss luxury
watchmaker. Outer box, lacquered wood display box with small metal
plaque, booklet. No limitation stated. Low distribution.
$1,000 - 1,500
1085
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck Limited Anniversary Edition 1924
146 Fountain Pen & 161 Ballpoint Pair
Black resin, gold-plated trim, mother-of-pearl captop stars, small
brilliant-cut diamond on each pen’s captop ring. Medium 18K twotone gold nib, has been inked. Outer sleeves, display boxes, service
guides. Limited Edition: each 0557/1924.
$500 - 800
1086
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck Black & Gold 146 Fountain Pen
Black resin Meisterstuck, gold-plated pinstriped cap, indicia not
engraved. 18K two-tone gold nib, size not indicated, appears
medium. Outer box, display box, service guide. Unlimited.
$700 - 900
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1087
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck Solitaire Pinstriped Sterling Silver
146 Fountain Pen & 2 Other Instruments
Pinstriped sterling silver 146 fountain pen, matching ballpoint and
propelling pencil in smaller size, unmarked but likely 144. Extra-fine
18K two-tone gold nib. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, service
guide. Unlimited.
$800 - 1,200
1088
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck Solitaire Pair of Pinstriped Sterling
Silver 146 & 144 Fountain Pens
Solid sterling silver pinstriped 146, gold trim, with matching pen in
smaller size, unmarked but likely 144. Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold
nibs, have been inked. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, service
guide. Unlimited.
$700 - 900
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1089
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck Solitaire Sterling Silver Pinstripe
144 Fountain Pen
Sterling pen, pinstripe pattern, gold-plated trim, size not indicated,
appears to be 144. Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked.
Outer box, display box, service guide. Unlimited.
$600 - 900
1090
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck Solitaire Sterling Silver Barleycorn
144 Fountain Pen
Sterling pen, barley pattern, gold-plated trim, size not indicated,
appears to be 144. Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked.
Outer box, display box, service guide. Unlimited.
$600 - 900
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1091
MONTBLANC: Meisterstück Solitaire Vermeil 146 Pinstriped
Fountain Pen
Pinstriped vermeil Meisterstuck, indicia not engraved. Light patina.
Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold nib. No packaging. Unlimited.
$800 - 1,200
1092
MONTBLANC: Meisterstück Solitaire 144 Chevron 18K Solid
Gold Fountain Pen
Chevron-patterned 18K solid white and yellow gold. Outstanding
design, discontinued and increasingly difficult to find. Extra-fine twotone 18K gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, inner box, lacquered
wood display box. Original retail: $13,800. Unlimited.
$2,500 - 3,500
1093
MONTBLANC: Meisterstück 146 LeGrand Solid Platinum
Fountain Pen
A Montblanc classic. Solid 950 platinum with 18K gold trim. 18K twotone gold nib, size not indicated, appears medium. No packaging. No
limitation, but few made. Original retail: $12,800.
$4,500 - 6,500
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1094
MONTBLANC: Meisterstuck 146 LeGrand Solid Platinum
Fountain Pen
Classic design. Solid 950 platinum with 18K gold trim. 14K two-tone
gold right oblique nib, has been inked. Lacquered wood display box
(loose hinge), black drawstring bag. No limitation, few made.
$4,500 - 6,500
1095
MONTBLANC: Meisterstück Solitaire 144 Solid Platinum
Fountain Pen
Solid 950 platinum, 18K gold trim. Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold nib,
has been inked. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display box.
No limitation.
$3,000 - 5,000
1096
MONTBLANC: Meisterstück Solitaire 165 Solid Platinum
Mechanical Pencil
Solid 950 platinum, 18K gold trim. Outer box, lacquered wood display
box. No limitation.
$2,000 - 3,000
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1097

1098

1097
MONTBLANC: Edgar Allen Poe Writers Series Limited Edition
Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Poe’s works evoke a sense a mystery and imagination, reflected in
this midnight-blue marbled pen with Victorian-style engraved gold
rings. Sealed in original shrinkwrap. Medium 18K gold nib, raven motif.
Outer box, display box. Limited Edition: one of 17,000.
$600 - 800
1098
MONTBLANC: Agatha Christie Writers Series Set of 3 Limited
Edition Instruments *SEALED*
Fountain pen, ballpoint, propelling pencil. Black resin, sterling silver
snake clips, ruby eyes. Sealed in original shrinkwrap. Medium 18K
two-tone gold nib, snake motif. Two outer boxes, two display boxes,
booklet. Limited Edition: 0479 of 7000 sets.
$2,000 - 3,000
1099
MONTBLANC: Agatha Christie Set of 3 Writers Series Limited
Edition Instruments
Fountain pen, ballpoint, propelling pencil. Sterling silver snake clips,
ruby eyes. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, snake motif. Two outer
boxes, two display boxes, booklet. Limited Edition: 0435 of 7000 sets.
$2,000 - 3,000
1100
MONTBLANC: Agatha Christie Vermeil Writers Series Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Black resin, vermeil snake clip, sapphire eyes. Medium 18K two-tone
gold nib, snake motif. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box. Limited
Edition: 1029/4810.
$1,500 - 2,000
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1101
MONTBLANC: Alexandre Dumas [Pere] Writers Series Set of 3
Limited Edition Instruments
Brown and marbled gray resin, gold-plated fittings and inlay, adorned
with subtle references to Dumas’ most famous works. Fountain pen,
ballpoint, propelling pencil. Correct signature of Dumas pere. Medium
18K two-tone gold nib, fleur-de-lys motif. Outer sleeve, outer box,
display box. Limited Edition: 2061 of 5000 sets.
$1,000 - 1,500
1102
MONTBLANC: Charles Dickens Limited Edition Writers Series
Set of 3 Limited Edition Instruments
Tribute to one of the most widely-read English authors. Green resin,
fluted sterling silver tops. Fountain pen, ballpoint pen and propelling
pencil. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib with the author’s initials in
script. Some patina. Display box. Limited Edition: 2731 of 4000 sets.
$1,000 - 1,500
1103
MONTBLANC: Oscar Wilde Writers Series Limited Edition
Fountain Pen
Inspired by the author of The Picture of Dorian Gray and other
favorites. Pearl and black resin, vermeil trim. Medium 18K gold nib,
has been inked. Outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition:
06839/20,000.
$600 - 800
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1104

1104
MONTBLANC: Oscar Wilde Writers Series Limited Edition
Fountain Pen *SEALED*
18K gold nib, size unknown. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box,
booklet. Sealed in original shrinkwrap. Limited Edition: one of 20,000.
$600 - 800
1105
MONTBLANC: Hemingway Writers Series Limited Edition
Fountain Pen
First pen in Montblanc’s Writers Series. The design, in coral and dark
brown, evokes Hemingway’s era. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib,
may have been inked. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet.
One of 25,000.
$2,000 - 2,500
1106
MONTBLANC: Hemingway Writers Series Limited Edition
Fountain Pen
The first of Montblanc’s Writers Series. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib. Outer box, display box. One of 25,000.
$2,000 - 2,500
1107
MONTBLANC: Hemingway Writers Series Limited Edition
Ballpoint Pen
First ballpoint in Montblanc’s Writers Series. Coral and dark brown resin,
gold-plated trim. Outer box, display box, booklet. One of 30,000.
$600 - 800
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1108
MONTBLANC: Friedrich Schiller Writers Series Set of 3 Limited
Edition Instruments
Tribute to the author of William Tell. Black resin, granulated amber,
gold-plated fittings. Fountain pen, ballpoint, propelling pencil. Medium
18K gold nib, bow and arrow motif, has been inked. Outer sleeve,
outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 2284 of 4000 sets.
$1,000 - 1,500
1109
MONTBLANC: Marcel Proust Writers Series Set of 3 Limited
Edition Instruments
Hexagonal sterling silver barrels engraved in the style of Proust’s era,
black resin fore-and-endpieces, sterling silver fittings. Fountain pen,
ballpoint, mechanical pencil. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, hour
glass motif. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 3625 of 4000 sets.
$2,000 - 3,000
1110
MONTBLANC: Marcel Proust Writers Series Limited Edition
Fountain Pen
Medium 18K gold nib, has been inked. Patina to captop and cap
ring. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition:
20,005/21,000.
$1,000 - 1,500
1111
MONTBLANC: Marcel Proust Writers Series Limited Edition
Ballpoint Pen
Light patina. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 04851/20,000.
$800 - 1,200
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1112
1112
MONTBLANC: Catherine II the Great Patron of Art Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Catherine the Great presided over the Russian Enlightenment. This
instrument recalls the splendor of her court. Aubergine resin, 18K rose
gold-plated overlay and ornaments. Medium 18K gold nib, Imperial
Russian eagle motifs. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet.
Sealed in original shrinkwrap. Limited Edition: 0678/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500
1113
MONTBLANC: Alexander the Great Patron of Art Series Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Honors Alexander the Great, philosopher-king of the classical Golden
Age. Marbled black lacquer, golden veins, 18K gold-plated endpiece
and cap with intricate black enamel inlays. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib, ram’s head motif. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display
box, booklet. Pen still sealed in bag. Limited Edition: 4365/4810.
$1,500 - 2,000
1114
MONTBLANC: Alexander the Great Patron of Art Series Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Black marbled lacquer with golden veins, 18K gold-plated endpiece
and cap. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer
sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0692/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500
1115
MONTBLANC: Francois I Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen
One of the most important figures in the development of Renaissance
art, Francois I supported Leonardo da Vinci and other artists. Tiger’seye barrel, black resin cap, gold-plated fittings. Medium 18K gold nib,
fleur-de-lys motif, has been inked. Outer box, lacquered wood display
box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0422/4810.
$1,400 - 1,800
1116
MONTBLANC: Friedrich II the Great Patron of Art Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Honors Friedrich II, patron of Voltaire. The gold-plated barrel of
this Boheme-sized pen is decorated with two bands of interlinking
arches. Medium 18K gold nib, fully retractable, may have been
dipped. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display box.
Limited Edition: 3263/4810.
$1,500 - 2,000
1117
MONTBLANC: Friedrich II the Great Patron of Art Series Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Fine 18K retractable gold nib, has been inked. Outer sleeve, outer
box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 1209/4810.
$1,500 - 2,000
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1118
MONTBLANC: Gaius Maecenas Patron of Art Limited Edition
4810 Fountain Pen
Honors the first recorded patron in the history of art and culture.
18K solid gold and fine marble; cap engraved with line from ode by
Horace; endpiece set with replica Roman coin. Medium 18K gold nib
with laurel wreath motif, has been inked. Outer box, lacquered wood
display box, hardcover booklet. Limited Edition: 3700/4810.
See lot 1155 for a Special Limited Edition version.
$2,000 - 2,500
1119
MONTBLANC: Karl der Grosse [Charlemagne] Patron of Art
Limited Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Honors Charlemagne, founder of the Carolingian Renaissance.
Faceted sterling silver with spiral twist, gold-plated fittings in the
Carolingian style. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib, regal motifs, has been
inked. Outer box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 0206/4810.
$1,200 - 1,800
1120
MONTBLANC: Lorenzo de Medici Patron of Art Limited Edition
4810 Fountain Pen
Debut pen in the Patron of Art series. Dedicated to the Medici, the
powerful Florentine family that fostered the Renaissance. Sterling
silver octagonal barrel engraved with emblems suggestive of the Age
of the Medici. Signed “H.P.” Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0671/4810.
$4,000 - 6,000
1121
MONTBLANC: Lorenzo de Medici Patron of Art Series Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Fine 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Signed “Z Ho”(?). Some
patina. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, papers. Number inked on
outer box. Limited Edition: 0612/4810.
$4,000 - 6,000
1122
MONTBLANC: Louis XIV Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen
Louis XIV, longest-reigning king in European history, benefited the
humanities during his rule. Vermeil barrel & cap engraved with patterns
evoking the court in Versailles. Medium 18K gold nib, regal motifs.
Outer box, lacquered wood display box. Limited Edition: 1046/4810.
$1,500 - 2,000
1123
MONTBLANC: Louis XIV Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen
Medium 18K gold nib, regal motifs, has been inked. Outer box,
lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0552/4810.
$1,800 - 2,200
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1124

1125

1126

1124
MONTBLANC: Peter I the Great Patron of Art Limited Edition
4810 Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Peter the Great paved the way for the Russian cultural renaissance,
fostering writers, artists, and architects. 18K gold-plated overlay,
green precious resin. Medium 18K gold nib, Imperial Russian eagle
motif. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet. Sealed in original
shrinkwrap. Limited Edition: 0670/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500

1130
MONTBLANC: Octavian Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Octavian, also known as Augustus Caesar, brought years of peace
and artistic development to Rome. Black resin, sterling silver overlay
depicting a spider in its web. Pen sealed in original bag. Medium
18K gold nib, spider motif. Outer box, lacquered wood display box,
booklet. Limited Edition: 0604/4810.
$2,500 - 3,500

1125
MONTBLANC: Prince Regent Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Homage to the Prince Regent, King George the IV, who nurtured the
art of the Regency period. Royal blue resin, 18K solid gold filigree,
miniature crown set with precious gems. Medium 18K gold nib, crown
motif. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display box, booklet.
Sealed in original shrinkwrap. Limited Edition: 2001/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500

1131
MONTBLANC: Octavian Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen
Medium 18K gold nib, spider motif, has been inked. Some patina. Outer
box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0617/4810.
$2,500 - 3,500

1126
MONTBLANC: Sir Henry Tate Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Sir Henry Tate is remembered for founding the art museum, Tate
Britain. This platinum-plated safety pen’s design recalls the museum’s
architecture, with inlaid panels of wave-patterned guilloche finished
in red lacquer. Medium retractable platinum-plated 18K gold nib
engraved with sugar plants. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box,
booklet. Sealed in original shrinkwrap. Limited Edition: 3981/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500
1127
MONTBLANC: Marquise de Pompadour Patron of Art Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Marquise de Pompadour, mistress of Louis XIV, embodied the opulent
life of the court of Versailles. Sterling silver, white enamel inlays,
Meissen porcelain cap, hand-painted rose motif. Medium 18K gold
nib. Outer slipcase, outer box, lacquered wood display box, booklet.
Limited Edition: 3715/4810.
$1,200 - 1,800
1128
MONTBLANC: Marquise de Pompadour Patron of Art Limited
Edition 4810 Fountain Pen
Medium 18K gold nib, has been inked or dipped. Outer slipcase, outer
box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 1569/4810.
$1,200 - 1,800
1129
MONTBLANC: Nicholas Copernicus Limited Edition Patron of
Art Series 4810 Fountain Pen
Celebrates Copernicus’ contributions to modern science. Nine sterling
silver bands gird the anthracite-colored resin body, representing the
planets’ orbit around the sun. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, celestial
motifs, has been inked. No packaging. Limited Edition: 2625/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500
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1132
MONTBLANC: Peter I the Great and Catherine II the Great
Patron of Art Series Limited Edition 4810 Fountain Pen Set
Peter and his successor, Catherine, paved the way for the Russian
cultural renaissance. The first pen, honoring Peter, is green with a goldplated overlay and engraved laurel leaves decorating the cap. The second
pen is aubergine resin with a rose gold-plated overlay. Fine 18K gold nibs,
Imperial Russian eagle motifs, Peter has been inked. Outer sleeves, outer
boxes, display boxes. Limited Edition: both pieces 4001/4810.
See lot 1153 for a Special Limited Edition version of this set.
$3,500 - 5,500
1133
MONTBLANC: Pope Julius II Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen
Commemorates Pope Julius II, who commissioned the frescoes of
the Sistine Chapel, and is remembered for his building projects and
commitment to the arts. 18K solid gold chased overlay, cream colored
resin, cap design inspired by Papal crown. Medium 18K gold nib
engraved with Papal seal. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood
display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 1412/4810.
$1,200 - 1,800
1134
MONTBLANC: Prince Regent Patron of Art Limited Edition 4810
Fountain Pen
Homage to the Prince Regent, King George the IV, who nurtured the
art of the Regency period. Royal blue resin, 18K solid gold filigree,
miniature crown set with precious gems. Fine 18K gold nib, crown
motif, has been inked. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood
display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 0432/4810.
$1,500 - 2,500
1135
MONTBLANC: Semiramis Patron of Art Series Limited Edition
4810 Fountain Pen
Montblanc honors Queen Semiramis, who united Babylon and
Assyria. 18K gold-plated overlay, black resin. Medium 18K gold nib,
Middle Eastern motif. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display
box, booklet. Limited Edition: 2062/4810.
$2,000 - 3,000
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1136
MONTBLANC: Alexander the Great Patron of Art Limited
Edition 888 Fountain Pen *SEALED*
Honors Alexander the Great, philosopher-king of the classical Golden
Age. Marbled green resin, 18K gold veins, solid 18K gold endpiece,
band & cap, diamond-accented clip. Pen still sealed in original bag.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered
wood display box. Limited Edition: 569/888.
$4,000 - 6,000

1139
MONTBLANC: Friedrich II The Great Patron of Art Limited
Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Honors Friedrich II the Great, Prussian king and patron of Voltaire.
Boheme-sized safety pen, 18K solid white gold cap and barrel, solid
platinum bands. Medium 18K gold nib engraved with regal crest, fully
retractable. Outer box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 445/888.
$3,500 - 5,500

1137
MONTBLANC: Alexander the Great Patron of Art Limited
Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Marbled green resin, 18K gold veins, solid 18K gold endpiece, band
& cap, diamond-accented clip. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer
box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 469/888.
$4,000 - 6,000

1140
MONTBLANC: Friedrich II the Great Patron of Art Limited
Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Boheme-sized safety pen, 18K solid white gold cap and barrel, solid
platinum bands. Medium 18K gold nib engraved with regal crest, fully
retractable. Outer box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 626/888.
$3,500 - 4,500

1138
MONTBLANC: Andrew Carnegie Patron of Art Limited Edition
888 Fountain Pen
Dedicated to one of the greatest patrons of modern times, this
mother-of-pearl lacquered pen is has an 18K white gold Art Nouveauinspired overlay, and is finished with an clip in the shape of a winged
nymph. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib engraved with Art Nouveaustyle lily. No packaging. Limited Edition: 701/888.
$3,500 - 5,000
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1141
MONTBLANC: Karl der Grosse [Charlemagne] Patron of Art
Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Honors Charlemagne, patron of the Carolingian Renaissance. 18K
solid white gold, spiral twist, cap band & clip set with garnets. 18K
two-toned gold nib, regal motif, size not marked (appears fine), has
been inked. No packaging. Limited Edition: 550/888.
$3,000 - 5,000
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1142
MONTBLANC: Karl der Grosse [Charlemagne] Patron of Art
Series Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen
18K solid white gold, spiral twist, cap band & clip set with garnets.
Medium 18K two-toned gold nib, regal motif, has been inked. Outer
box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 059/888.
$3,500 - 4,500
1143
MONTBLANC: Marquise de Pompadour Patron of Art Series
Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen
The Marquise de Pompadour, mistress of King Louis XIV, embodied
the opulent life of the court of Versailles. Meissen porcelain with
hand-painted image of the Marquise, solid 18K gold fittings. Medium
18K gold nib. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display box,
booklet. Year of production: 2001. Limited Edition: 764/888.
$3,500 - 5,500
1144
MONTBLANC: Nicholas Copernicus Limited Edition Patron of
Art Series 888 Fountain Pen
Celebrates Copernicus’ contributions to modern science. 18K white
gold barrel & cap; nine white gold bands, each set with a yellow
diamond, representing the planets’ orbit around the sun. Medium 18K
gold nib engraved with Copernicus’ orbital charts, has been inked. No
packaging. Limited Edition: 342/888.
$3,500 - 4,500
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1145
MONTBLANC: Peter I the Great and Catherine II the Great
Patron of Art Series Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen Set
Peter and his successor, Catherine, paved the way for the Russian
cultural renaissance, fostering writers, artists, and architects. The
first pen, honoring Peter, is green with an 18K white gold overlay and
emeralds decorating the cap. Catherine is honored with a similar
pen in aubergine resin with 18K rose gold and rubies. Medium 18K
gold nibs, Imperial Russian eagle motifs, one has been inked. Outer
sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood display boxes, booklets.
Limited Edition: both 356/888.
Not illustrated. See lot 1147 illustration for identical pen.
$8,000 - 12,000
1146
MONTBLANC: Prince Regent Patron of Art Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Homage to the Prince Regent, King George IV, who nurtured the
art of the Regency era. Royal blue resin, 18K solid gold filigree,
miniature crown set with precious gems. Medium 18K gold nib
with crown motif. Outer box, lacquered wood display box. Limited
Edition: one of 888.
$3,500 - 5,500
1147
MONTBLANC: Prince Regent Patron of Art Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Royal blue resin, 18K solid gold filigree, miniature crown set with
precious gems. Medium 18K gold nib with crown motif, has been inked.
Outer box, lacquered wood display box. Limited Edition: 167/888.
$3,500 - 4,500
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1148

1148
MONTBLANC: Skeleton Platinum-Plated Limited Edition 333 Fountain Pen
An undisputed classic of modern pen design, and one of Montblanc’s most sought-after
instruments. Platinum-plated brick lattice over clear precious resin, mother-of-pearl captop
star, large 149-sized body. A superb, unused example. Medium 18K rhodium-plated gold nib
in large Diplomat size. Outer sleeve, outer box, black lacquered wood display box, service
guide. Limited Edition: 267/333.
$10,000 - 15,000
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1149

1149
MONTBLANC: Year of the Golden Dragon Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Montblanc pays tribute to the achievements of Asian culture with
this Meissen porcelain pen. Hand-painted image of benevolent red
dragon, gold-plated mountings & trim. Medium 18K gold nib engraved
with Chinese calligraphy, may have been dipped. Outer sleeve, outer
box, lacquered wood display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 616/888.
$4,000 - 6,000

1150
MONTBLANC: Year of the Golden Dragon Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Meissen porcelain, hand-painted image of benevolent red dragon,
gold-plated mountings & trim. Medium 18K gold nib engraved with
Chinese calligraphy, size not indicated, appears medium, has been
inked. Lacquered wood display box. Limited Edition: 729/888.
$3,500 - 4,500
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1153

1152
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1151

1151
MONTBLANC: Mahatma Gandhi Limited Edition 3000
Fountain Pen
Created to honor Mahatma Gandhi, this pen’s design pays tribute
to his life and achievements. The captop and cone are wrapped
with sterling silver wire, inspired by the spindle, a symbol of Indian
independence. The white lacquer barrel represents truth and peace,
and the Mandarin garnet set in the clip reflects the orange hue of
the Indian flag. Medium 18K rhodium-plated gold nib engraved with
portrait of Gandhi. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet, small
hardcover book. Limited Edition: 1865/3000.
$2,000 - 3,000

1152
MONTBLANC: Imperial Dragon Limited Edition 888 Fountain Pen
Variant of the Agatha Christie fountain pen created for the Asian
market. Black precious resin, 18K solid gold fittings and dragon clip,
jeweled eyes. 18K two-tone nib with snake motif, size not marked,
appears fine. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box. Limited Edition:
341/888.
$5,000 - 8,000
1153
MONTBLANC: St. Petersburg 300th Anniversary [Peter I the
Great and Catherine II the Great 4810] Limited Edition 100
Fountain Pen Set *SEALED*
Montblanc’s tribute to the 300th anniversary of St. Petersburg.
Comprises a matching pair of Peter I the Great and Catherine II the
Great 4810 fountain pens in special lacquered wood presentation
case with brass plaque. 100 sets were released in 2003; these quickly
sold out and have become uncommon on the secondary market.
18K yellow & rose gold-plated overlays, green & aubergine resin. Fine
18K gold nibs, Imperial Russian eagle motifs. Outer sleeve, outer box,
lacquered wood display box, booklet. Untouched condition, sealed in
original shrinkwrap. Limited Edition: 072/100.
$5,000 - 8,000
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1154

1154
MONTBLANC: John Lennon 18K Solid
White Gold Skeleton Limited Edition 70
Fountain Pen
A tribute to one of the most talented and
beloved figures in the history of popular
music. Features an ingenious 18K solid white
gold skeleton overlay, with the word “Imagine”
encircling the barrel in honor of Lennon’s
greatest solo hit. Translucent blue precious
resin shows beneath the overlay, a reference
to Lennon’s trademark blue glasses. The clip,
inspired by Lennon’s guitar, is set with a blue
sapphire. Unavailable from Montblanc and
scarce on the secondary market, this example
is in immaculate condition.
Medium 18K gold nib engraved with
Lennon’s self-portrait. Outer box, display
box with matching slipcase, booklet. Limited
Edition: 60/70.
$30,000 - 50,000
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1155
MONTBLANC: Gaius Maecenas 18K
Solid White Gold & Diamonds Special
Limited Edition 20 Skeleton Fountain Pen
*PREMIERE EXAMPLE*
An outstanding instrument, created to mark
the 20th anniversary of the Patron of Art
series, this pen honors the first recorded
patron in the history of art and culture. 18K
solid white gold cap & endpiece, trimmed
with 18K yellow gold, and set with dozens
of brilliant-cut white diamonds. Dark grey
barrel hewn from fine marble, mother-of-pearl
captop star. Skeleton cap engraved with
ode to Maecenas by Horace; endpiece set
with replica Roman coin. This is the premiere
example of this rare pen, numbered 1. Fine
18K gold nib with laurel wreath motif, has
been inked. Outer box, lacquered wood
display box. Limited Edition: 01/20.
$20,000 - 30,000

1155
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1156

1156
MONTBLANC: Sakura Limited Edition 88 Fountain Pen
Solid 18K rose gold safety fountain pen hand-painted with delicate cherry blossoms, whose
transience and beauty have rich symbolic significance in the Far East. Modeled after the
Boheme, this pen features a fully retractable 18K rose gold nib marked with Kanji characters.
No packaging. Year of production: 2002. Limited Edition: 39/88.
$8,000 - 12,000
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1157
1157
MONTBLANC: Sakura Limited Edition 333 Fountain Pen
The cap and barrel of this instrument are fashioned from fine Meissen
porcelain, hand-painted with cherry blossoms, and fitted in 18K rose
gold-plated mountings. Mother-of-pearl captop star. Medium 18K gold
nib with engraved Kanji characters. Outer box, inner box, display box,
booklet. Limited Edition: 047/333.
$5,000 - 7,000
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1158
MONTEGRAPPA: Luxor Blue Nile Sterling Silver Limited Edition
1912 Fountain Pen
Heavy solid sterling silver overlay with Egyptian motifs, marbled blue
celluloid, snake pocket clip with blue sapphire eyes. Medium 18K twotone gold nib, Egyptian motif, has been inked. Outer box, pyramidal
wood display box, booklet. Year of production: 1996. Limited Edition:
1534/1912.
$1,000 - 1,500

1161
MONTEGRAPPA: Aphrodite 18K Solid Gold Limited Edition 188
Fountain Pen
Solid 18K rose gold overlay depicting Aphrodite and Adonis, motherof-pearl panels, two pearls, black ebonite body. Lavish & sculptural,
one of Montegrappa’s most successful designs. Medium 18k twotone gold nib. Outer box, clamshell display box, booklet, certificate.
Limited Edition: 170/188.
$4,000 - 6,000

1159
MONTEGRAPPA: Luxor Red Sea Vermeil Limited Edition 688
Fountain Pen
Red celluloid body, high-relief vermeil overlay with themes from
Egyptian mythology, cobra clip with red jeweled eyes, captop
scarab. Limited distribution: only offered by Montegrappa to those
who purchased the Blue Nile. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib,
Egyptian motifs. Tiny hairline fissure to clip. Pyramidal wood display
box (damaged), pen holder, booklet. Year of production: 1998.
Limited Edition: 385/688.
$1,500 - 2,500

1162
MONTEGRAPPA: Classical Greece 18K Yellow Gold &
Diamonds Limited Edition 15 Fountain Pen
Tribute to of ancient Greece. 18K solid yellow gold cap set with
brilliant-cut diamonds, turquoise blue celluloid barrel with handpainted map of Peloponnesus on turning knob. Medium 18K twotone gold nib, has seen ink. Outer box, blue wood display box,
crystal pen rest, leather pen sleeve, booklet. Year of production:
2004. Limited Edition: 06/15.
$4,000 - 6,000

1160
MONTEGRAPPA: Luxor Red Sea Solid 18K Gold Limited Edition
33 Fountain Pen *VARIANT*
Heavy solid 18K gold overlay decorated with Egyptian motifs,
pearlized red celluloid, four brilliant-cut diamonds. Medium 18K gold
nib engraved with Egyptian motif. Immaculate condition, save for a
tiny hairline fissure to the clip. Outer box, pyramidal wood display box,
pen holder, leather pen sleeve, booklet, certificate. Year of production:
1997. Original retail: $18,500 or greater. Limited Edition: 27/33.
Note: 38 were made of the regular limited edition. The present example
is from a previously unrecorded limitation of 33. A search of internet and
print sources reveals no other examples of this special limitation.
$3,500 - 5,500
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1163
MONTEGRAPPA: Reminiscence 18K Solid Gold Pair of Limited
Edition 50 Fountain Pens
Pair of 18K solid gold octagonal fountain pens, fully hallmarked. One
large size, one smaller. A stately pair, suitable for executive use, quite
uncommon. Medium 18K two-tone gold nibs. No packaging. Limited
Edition: each is 19/50.
$3,000 - 5,000
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1164
MONTEGRAPPA: Human Civilization Sterling Silver Limited
Edition 1912 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver barrel sleeve, enamel panels depicting man’s
accomplishments in the humanities, agate cabochon. Medium 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, elaborate wood display box, booklet.
Year of production: 2000. Limited Edition: 0069/1912.
$1,000 - 1,500
1165
MONTEGRAPPA: Science and Nature Limited Edition Fountain
Pen *ARABIC VARIANT*
Sterling silver, marbled dark blue resin, blue enamel. Depicts Adam
after the style of Michelangelo, against a circuit board motif. An
unknown but small number of pens within the overall limitation were
made with a blanket covering Adam’s nudity, in order to be sold
in Islamic countries. This variant is considerable scarcer than the
standard iteration. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer
box, circular wood display box, booklet. Year of production: 1999.
Limited Edition: 0627/1912.
$1,000 - 1,500
1166
MONTEGRAPPA: Vatican 2000 Papal 18K Pink Gold Limited
Edition 58 Fountain Pen
Extra-limited version of one of Montegrappa’s most elaboratelyengraved designs. 18K solid pink gold engraved with Catholic
imagery, blue celluloid. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib engraved
with Papal seal. Outer sleeve, outer box, wood & metal display box,
booklet. Year of production: 2000. Original retail: over $10,000.
Limited Edition: 20/58.
$4,000 - 6,000
1167
MONTEGRAPPA: 1000 Miglia Sterling Silver Limited Edition 500
Fountain Pen
Red celluloid body, engraved sterling silver sleeve. Fine 18K twotone gold nib. Outer box, display box, pen sleeve, booklet. Year of
production: 1998. Limited Edition: 026/500.
$800 - 1,200
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1168
MONTEGRAPPA: Amerigo Vespucci Sterling Silver Limited
Edition 1931 Fountain Pen
Black & ivory celluloid, sterling silver. Barrel engraved with image of
ship; captop decorated with banners of Venice, Genova, Amalfi and
Pisa. Piston-filler. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer sleeve, outer
box, wood display box, booklet. Year of production: 2001. Limited
Edition: 0380/1931.
$1,000 - 1,500
1169
MONTEGRAPPA: La Sirena Sterling Silver Limited Edition 2000
Fountain Pen
Tribute to the mermaids of seafaring legend. High-relief solid sterling
silver overlay, clip & trim; sea blue resin endpiece and cap. Fine 18K
two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, wood display box
resembling treasure chest, booklet. Date of production: 1998. Limited
Edition: 0050/2000.
$600 - 900
1170
MONTEGRAPPA: Il Millennio Bassano Del Grappa Sterling
Silver Limited Edition 998 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver barrel & cap sleeves, marbled celluloid. Fine 18K twotone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, pen sleeve, booklet. Year
of production: 1998. Limited Edition: 485/998.
$600 - 900
1171
MONTEGRAPPA: 2000 Yellow Millennium Dragon Sterling Silver
Limited Edition 366 Fountain Pen
Solid sterling silver dragon overlay, yellow resin barrel. Medium 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer sleeve, outer box, lacquered wood display
box, booklet. Year of production: 2000. Limited Edition: one of 366.
$1,000 - 1,500
1172
MONTEGRAPPA: History Set of 3 Limited Edition 1000
Fountain Pens
Cream, red & charcoal colored celluloid, sterling silver trim. Extra-fine
18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer chemise-style boxes, display boxes,
booklets, pen sleeves. Limited Editions: each 0549/1000.
$600 - 900
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1173
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Dog Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Extrafine two-tone gold nibs. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood
display boxes, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited Edition:
each 53 of 100 (gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1176
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Horse Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Fine twotone gold nibs. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood display
boxes (both have silver display boxes), booklets. Year of production:
1998. Limited Edition: each 53 of 100 (gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1174
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Dragon Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Extrafine two-tone gold nibs. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood
display boxes, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited Edition:
each 53 of 100 (gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1177
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Rabbit Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Fine
two-tone gold nibs. Outer boxes, lacquered wood display boxes,
booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited Edition: each 53 of 100
(gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1175
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Goat Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Extrafine two-tone gold nibs. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood
display boxes, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited Edition:
each 53 of 100 (gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000
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1178
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Rooster Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Extrafine two-tone gold nibs. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood
display boxes, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited Edition:
each 53 of 100 (gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1181
MONTEGRAPPA: Cosmopolitan African Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 50 & 500 Fountain Pens
18K solid gold and sterling silver over black resin, decorated with
African motifs. Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer box, wood display
box, pen sleeves, booklets. Year of production: 1996. Limited Edition:
07/50 (gold) & 007/500 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1179
MONTEGRAPPA: Oriental Zodiac Tiger Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 100 & 1998 Fountain Pens
Marbled celluloid, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Medium
two-tone gold nibs. Outer sleeves, outer boxes, lacquered wood
display boxes, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited Edition:
each 53 of 100 (gold) and 1998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1182
MONTEGRAPPA: Cosmopolitan Arabian Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 50 & 500 Fountain Pens
18K solid gold and sterling silver over black resin, decorated with
Arabian motifs. Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer box, wood display
box, pen sleeves, booklets. Year of production: 1996. Limited Edition:
07/50 (gold) & 007/500 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1180
MONTEGRAPPA: Cosmopolitan Aboriginal Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 50 & 500 Fountain Pens
18K solid gold and sterling silver over black resin, decorated with
Aboriginal motifs. Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer box, wood
display box, pen sleeves, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited
Edition: 07/50 (gold) & 007/500 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000
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1183
MONTEGRAPPA: Cosmopolitan Art Nouveau Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 50 & 500 Fountain Pens
18K solid gold and sterling silver over blue resin, decorated with
Art Nouveau motifs. Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer box, wood
display box, pen sleeves, booklets. Year of production: 1998. Limited
Edition: 07/50 (gold) & 007/500 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1186
MONTEGRAPPA: Journey on the Rhine Sterling Silver Limited
Edition 500 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver barrel & cap with low-relief design representing the
Rhine and its tributaries. Broad 18K two-tone gold nib, has been
inked. Outer box, wood display box, pen sleeve, booklet. Limited
Edition: 216/500.
$600 - 900

1184
MONTEGRAPPA: Cosmopolitan Russia Pair of 18K Gold &
Sterling Silver Limited Edition 50 & 500 Fountain Pens
18K solid gold and sterling silver over red resin, decorated with
Russian motifs. Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs, gold pen has been
inked. Outer boxes, wood display boxes, pen sleeves, booklets. Year
of production: 1998. Limited Edition: 21/50 (gold) & 021/500 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1187
MONTEGRAPPA: Il Millennio Bassano Del Grappa Pair of 18K
Gold & Sterling Silver Limited Edition 98 & 998 Fountain Pens
Tribute to Bassano del Grappa, the city where Montegrappa is
headquartered, on its 1000th anniversary. 18K solid gold and sterling
silver barrel & cap bands, marbled celluloid. Fine 18K two-tone gold
nibs. Outer boxes, wood display boxes, booklets, pen sleeves. Year of
production: 1998. Limited Editions: 53/98 (gold) & 053/998 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000

1185
MONTEGRAPPA: Journey on the Rhine 18K Gold Limited
Edition 50 Fountain Pen
18K gold barrel & cap with low-relief design representing the Rhine
and its tributaries. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer
box, wood display box, pen sleeve, booklet. Limited Edition: 35/50.
$2,000 - 3,000
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1188
MONTEGRAPPA: 1000 Miglia Pair of 18K Solid Gold & Sterling
Silver Limited Edition 88 & 500 Fountain Pens
Celebrating the 70th anniversary of the Mille Miglia road race. Red
celluloid bodies with engraved 18K solid gold and sterling silver
sleeves. Medium 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer boxes, display
boxes (box for silver pen is worn), booklets. Year of production: 1998.
Limited Edition: 40 of 88 (gold) and 500 (silver).
$4,000 - 5,000
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1189
MONTEGRAPPA: Amerigo Vespucci 18K Gold & Sterling Silver
Pair of Limited Edition 267 & 1931 Fountain Pens
Black & ivory celluloid, one in 18K solid gold, the other in sterling
silver. Barrels engraved with image of ship; captops decorated with
banners of Venice, Genova, Amalfi and Pisa. Piston-fillers. Medium
18K two-tone gold nibs, sterling pen has been inked. Outer sleeves,
outer boxes, wood display boxes, leather pen sleeve, booklets. Year of
production: 2001. Limited Editions: 144/267 & 0641/1931.
$5,000 - 8,000
1190
MONTEGRAPPA: Vatican 2000 Papal Pair of 18K Gold & Sterling
Silver Limited Edition 100 & 2000 Fountain Pens
One is 18K rose gold with white celluloid; the other is sterling silver
with marbled blue celluloid. Each engraved with religious imagery and
signature of Pope John Paul II. Fine & medium 18K two-tone gold nibs
engraved with Papal seal. Outer boxes, wood & metal display boxes,
booklets. Year of production: 2000. Limited Edition: each 22 of 100
(gold) and 2000 (silver).
$2,500 - 3,500
1191
MONTEGRAPPA: Queen of Hearts Pair of 18K Gold & Sterling
Silver Limited Edition 100 & 2000 Fountain Pens
Dedicated to games of chance. 18K solid gold and sterling silver with
green resin endpieces and trim, octagonal barrels, playing card motifs.
Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer boxes, wood display boxes, dice,
cups, booklets. Year of production: 1999. Limited Edition: 053/100
(gold) & 0053/2000 (silver).
$3,000 - 5,000
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1192
MONTEGRAPPA: CEE 2002 Pair of 18K Gold & Sterling Silver
Limited Edition 100 & 500 Fountain Pens
Celebrates the European Community’s 20th Anniversary. Blue
pearlized resin, 18K solid gold and sterling silver overlays. Medium
18K gold nibs (one has been inked). Outer boxes, wood display
boxes, booklets. Limited Edition: 017/100 (gold) & 007/500 (silver).
$2,000 - 3,000
1193
MONTEGRAPPA: Tribute to Ayrton Senna 18K Solid Gold
Limited Edition 41 Rollerball
18K solid gold rollerball inspired by the famed Brasilian Formula One
race car driver; the design and packaging are based on cars Senna
drove in over 160 races. This rollerball is the most exclusive instrument
in the Ayrton Senna series. Outer box, lucite holder in shape of
Formula One car, pen sleeve, booklet. Limited Edition: 16/41.
$2,500 - 3,500
1194
MONTEGRAPPA: Tribute to Ayrton Senna Sterling Silver Limited
Edition 1960 Fountain Pen
Sterling silver, with gold-plated figure driving the race car pocket clip.
Medium 18K gold nib. Outer box, lucite holder in shape of Formula
One car, pen sleeve, booklet. Limited Edition: 1342/1960.
$600 - 900
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1195
MONTEGRAPPA: Dragon Mediterranean Blue Celluloid
and 18K Yellow Gold with Blue Sapphires Fountain Pen
*ARTIST’S PROOF*
Created by Montegrappa’s most gifted artisans for display at the
company’s corporate headquarters, this unique pen in marbled blue
celluloid, 18K solid gold and blue sapphires is a brilliant exercise
in pure aesthetics. The only one created, its existence has been a
closely-guarded secret, and its appearance in this catalog marks
its public debut. It is perhaps the most exclusive Montegrappa pen
currently on the marketplace. The hand-finished 18K solid yellow gold
dragon overlay weighs 106 g., and is set with 590 sapphires. The eyes
are set with four rubies. The pen is in pristine condition.
Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, lacquered hardwood
display box, booklet. Year of production: 2005 (to observe the 10th
anniversary of the original Montegrappa Dragon pen). Limited Edition:
PdA (“Prova d’Autore”); the only one made.
Provenance
From the collection of Montegrappa’s top worldwide buyer, whose
credibility with Montegrappa gained him access to exclusive treasures
from the company’s private vaults.
$35,000 - 50,000
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1196
MONTEGRAPPA: Dragon 18K Yellow Gold and White Diamonds
Inkwell *ARTIST’S PROOF*
Heavy Madagascar rock crystal base surmounted by an 18K solid
gold dragon, with two ruby eyes and hundreds of brilliant-cut white
diamonds set along the dragon’s back. An artifact of great beauty
and rarity, this inkwell is the only artist’s proof in existence. It comes
with a cushioned black display box illustrated with a red dragon. Year
of production: 2005 (to observe the 10th anniversary of the original
Montegrappa Dragon pen). Limited Edition: PdA (“Prova d’Autore”);
the only one made.
Provenance
From the collection of Montegrappa’s top worldwide buyer, whose
credibility with Montegrappa gained him access to exclusive treasures
from the company’s private vaults.
$40,000 - 60,000
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1197
MONTEGRAPPA: Dragon 18K Yellow Gold and White Diamonds
Fountain Pen *ARTIST’S PROOF*
Created in 1995, Montegrappa’s Dragon pen quickly achieved iconic
status unmatched, perhaps, by any other modern limited instrument.
A limited edition of 10 white diamond-studded 18K yellow gold pieces
were made on the Dragon’s 10th anniversary, which immediately sold
out and have become notoriously unobtainable. This example is a
rare artist’s proof, one of only two created. A magnificent example of
perhaps the greatest design of the modern limited era.

1198
MONTEGRAPPA: Dragon 18K Rose Gold and Black Diamonds
Limited Edition Fountain Pen *ARTIST’S PROOF*
Created in 1995, Montegrappa’s Dragon pen quickly achieved status
unmatched, perhaps, by any other modern limited instrument. A
limited edition of 10 black diamond-studded 18K rose gold pieces
were made, which quickly sold out and have become famously
unobtainable. This example is a rare artist’s proof, the only one
created. An outstanding example of perhaps the greatest design of
the modern limited era.

The elaborately hand-finished 18K solid yellow gold dragon overlay is
a work of art, set with 590 brilliant-cut white diamonds (totaling 6.95
carats). Both dragon’s eyes are set with two rubies (3.36 carats). The
gold overlay, weighing 106 g., lends impressive heft to the pen, and
the marbled black celluloid body wonderfully offsets the gold overlay.
The overall effect of opulence and grandeur is unrivaled. The pen is in
pristine condition.

The elaborate hand-finished 18K solid rose gold dragon overlay is a
work of art, set with 590 brilliant-cut black diamonds (totaling 6.95
carats). Each of the two dragons’ eyes are set with two rubies (3.36
carats). The heavy gold overlay weighs 106 g. The finely marbled
black celluloid body offsets the gold overlay, and the overall effect of
opulence and grandeur is unrivaled. The pen is in pristine condition.

Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, lacquered hardwood
display box with golden dragon device, service guide. Year of
production: 2005. Original retail for limited edition of 10: $80,000+.
Limited Edition: PdA (“Prova d’Autore”); one of two artist’s proofs
made of this pen.
Provenance
From the collection of Montegrappa’s top worldwide buyer, whose
credibility with Montegrappa gained him access to exclusive treasures
from the company’s private vaults.
$40,000 - 60,000
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Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, lacquered hardwood
display box with golden dragon device, booklet. Year of production:
2005. Limited Edition: PdA (“Prova d’Autore”); the only artist’s proof
of this pen.
Provenance
From the collection of Montegrappa’s top worldwide buyer, whose
credibility with Montegrappa gained him access to exclusive treasures
from the company’s private vaults.
$35,000 - 50,000
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NAMIKI AND OTHER MAKI-E PENS
1199
NAMIKI: Double Dragon Maki-e Limited Edition 200 Emperor
Fountain Pen
Created in 2000 for the Year of the Dragon, which coincided with the
new millenium. Features two dragon motifs: The Respectable Son-In
Law That Rides the Dragon, and The Child That Meets The Dragon.
Broad 18K #50 gold nib, millennial motif. Outer box, decorative
wood display box with brass plaque, ink bottle, eyedropper, papers.
Limited Edition: 157/200.
$8,000 - 12,000
1200
NAMIKI: Sailing Boat Emperor Maki-e Limited Edition 73
Fountain Pen
Emperor-sized pen depicting a “Shuin-sen” merchant vessel
buoyed among strong waves, rendered in fine togidashi and
takamaki-e techniques. Broad 18K #50 gold nib. Outer box,
black lacquer display box, pen box, ink bottle, leather pen sleeve,
booklet. Limited Edition: 66/73.
$8,000 - 12,000
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1201
NAMIKI: Sakura Maki-e Limited Edition 62 Fountain Pen
An outstanding piece of maki-e artistry, with multiple levels of raden
(mother-of-pearl) painstakingly embedded in layers of urushi lacquer.
Signed by maki-e master Kyusai Yoshida, and dated 2000. Medium
#3 18K gold nib. Outer box, lacquer display box with mother-of-pearl
accents. Limited Edition: 13/62.
Edition of 62.
$8,000 - 12,000
1202
NAMIKI: Zao Wou-Ki Emperor Maki-e Limited Edition 50
Fountain Pen
In 2002, Namiki commissioned Chinese-born artist Zao Wou-Ki
to to create a pen for them. Trained in Beaux Arts in China and in
France, Zao incorporated calligraphy and traditional ideograms
to create a design that Namiki craftsmen then reproduced onto
this pen. A fascinating instrument that bridges the gap between
fine pens and fine art. Medium 18K gold #50 nib. Outer box,
black lacquer display box, pen box, ink bottle, leather pen sleeve,
booklet. Limited Edition: 05/50.
$8,000 - 12,000
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1203
PILOT-NAMIKI: Oriental Zodiac Yukari Limited Edition Set of 12 Maki-e Fountain Pens
Complete set of twelve pens, each representing an aspect of the Shēngxiào, or Chinese
zodiac: Rat, Ox, Tiger, Rabbit, Dragon, Snake, Horse, Goat, Monkey, Rooster, Dog and Pig.
A splendid set, demonstrating fine use of takamaki-e (raised design) technique. #10 18K gold
nibs, Horse & Dog fine, all others medium. Outer boxes, wood display boxes with Japanese
calligraphy. Year of production: c.2008. No limitation stated, but uncommon as a set.
$10,000 - 15,000
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1204
PELIKAN: Genji Maki-e Limited Edition 60 Fountain Pen Set by Musyu
Inspired by Japan’s oldest novel, The Tale of Genji. These pens, hand-painted in togidashi and
takamaki-e techniques, are based upon the novel’s protagonist and his wife. The first depicts
the aristocratic Hikaru Genji. The second portrays his wife, Aoi no Ue, surrounded by vines,
clouds and incense. Both signed by maki-e master Musyu. Outstanding aesthetics. Medium
two-tone 18K gold nibs. Outer boxes, wood display boxes, description & certificate in seperate
envelope. Year of production: 2002. Limited Edition: 49/60.
$8,000 - 12,000
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1205
NAMIKI: Red Urushi Emperor Fountain Pen
Handsome saturated red (vermillion) Emperor-sized urushi lacquer
fountain pen. Eyedropper-filled, featuring the traditional Japanese
safety ink shut-off system. Medium #50 18K two-tone gold nib, red
lacquered feed. Outer box, wood display cylinder, eyedropper, leather
pen case. No limitation stated, but uncommon.
$2,000 - 3,000

1210
PARKER: Duofold Leaping Carp Maki-e Limited Edition 288
Fountain Pen
A lively golden carp leaps for its prey, depicted in vivid hira and
taka maki-e. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer sleeve, inner
box, wood display box, velveteen bag, ink bottle, booklet. Limited
Edition: 049/288.
$1,200 - 1,800

1206
NAMIKI: Sterling Collection Geisha & Shogun Pair of Sterling
Silver Fountain Pens
Sterling silver Geisha and Shogun pens, engraved imagery. Fine &
medium 18K gold integral nibs. Outer boxes, display boxes. Unlimited.
$600 - 900

1211
VISCONTI: Dragon and Phoenix Maki-e Limited Edition 188
Fountain Pen
To mark its maki-e debut, Visconti created this masterwork in taka
and hira maki-e, further embellished with raden. Ingeniously updating
the traditional art of maki-e, the design appears on ivory celluloid,
rather than urushi lacquer. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer
box, lacquered wood display box, velveteen bag, booklet. Year of
production: 2004. Limited Edition: 085/188.
$3,000 - 5,000

1207
NAMIKI: King Cobra Maki-e Limited Edition 700 Fountain pen
To commemorate 2001, the Year of the Snake, Namiki produced
this King Cobra maki-e pen. Decorated in maki-e techniques with
a king cobra spreading its hood; in Asia, the king cobra symbolizes
intelligence, power and fertility. Signed by the artist. Broad #10 18K
gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, ink bottle, booklet. Limited
Edition: 683/700.
$1,500 - 2,500
1208
NAMIKI: Bald Eagle Maki-e Limited Edition 700 Fountain Pen
This Yukari-style pen presents a stately bald eagle in flight above
its natural mountain habitat. Broad 18K gold nib. Outer box, wood
display box, ink bottle, booklet. Year of production: 2000. Original
retail: $1500. Limited Edition: 504/700.
$800 - 1,200
1209
PARKER: Duofold Bamboo Panda Maki-e Limited Edition 150
Fountain Pen
Maki-e depiction of a mother panda and child feeding on bamboo
leaves. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, inner box, wood
display box, ink bottle, booklet. Year of production: 2007. Original
retail: $2900. Limited Edition: 138/150.
$1,200 - 1,800
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1212
VELVET: Meteore la Voie Lachtée Maki-e Limited Edition 20
Fountain Pen
Built upon a Visconti base, lacquered with black Urushi and
decorated in hira and taki maki-e by Josiane Monrosty. In addition
to gold powder, genuine meteorite powder was used to decorate
this most unusual pen. Medium Visconti 18K gold nib. Heavy acrylic
display box decorated with gold stars, card. Year of production:
2002. Limited Edition: 01/20.
$1,000 - 1,500
1213
SAILOR: Dragon Maki-e “King of Pens” Fountain Pen
Two dragons, one on the cap and the other on the barrel, underscore
the finely-balanced composition of this pen, rendered in fine takamakie with raden highlights. Signed by fourth-generation maki-e
master Kousen Oshita. Medium two-tone 21K gold nib. Outer box,
wood display box, chamois, manual, refill. No limitation stated, but out
of production and difficult to obtain.
$4,000 - 6,000
1214
KRONE: Shogun Magnum Maki-e Limited Edition 80 Fountain Pen
Crafted from mother-of-pearl, this pen is based on the three most
influential leaders of Japan’s Shogun period, represented here by
their respective family crests. A shogun contemplating a cuckoo bird
is rendered on the barrel in striking hira and taka maki-e. Medium
18K two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Year of production: 2002.
Limited Edition: 73/80.
$2,500 - 4,500
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1215
OMAS: 1997 Return to the Motherland Solid 18K White Gold
Limited Edition 100 Fountain Pen
Heavy 18K solid white gold, hand-crafted high-relief dragon
engraving. Commemorates Hong Kong’s return to China. Medium
18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, display box, pen sleeve, booklet.
Limited Edition: 004/100.
$2,500 - 3,500
1216
OMAS: 1997 Return to the Motherland Solid 18K Gold Limited
Edition 200 Fountain Pen
Heavy solid 18K yellow gold body, high-relief hand-carved dragon
engraving. Commemorates Hong Kong’s return to China. Broad 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition:
008/200.
$2,200 - 2,800
1217
OMAS: Israel 50th Jubilee 18K Solid Gold Limited Edition 400
Fountain Pen
18K solid gold overlay, blue resin, gold Star of David set in blue
enamel captop. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib, reinforced for Hebrew
writing. Outer box, display box, booklet. Year of production: 1998.
Limited Edition: 399/400.
$1,500 - 2,500
1218
OMAS: Israel 50th Jubilee Vermeil Limited Edition Fountain Pen
*PROTOTYPE*
Vermeil overlay, blue resin, Star of David set in blue enamel captop.
Medium 18K two-tone gold nib, reinforced for Hebrew writing,
has been inked. Some rubbing to surface. No packaging. Year of
production: 1998. Limited Edition: one of an unspecified but small
number of prototypes created in vermeil (the officially-released version
was solid gold).
$1,500 - 2,500
1219
OMAS: Marconi 100 Anni di Radio 18K Gold Limited Edition 340
Fountain Pen
18K solid gold barrel & cap, engraved with graduated grooves
representing the dynamics of radio frequency signals. Fine 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, booklet. Year of
production: 1995. Limited Edition: 196/340.
$2,000 - 3,000
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1220
OMAS: Jerusalem 3000 Solid 18K Gold Limited Edition 500
Fountain Pen
Honors 3000th anniversary of Jerusalem. 80 grams of 18K solid gold
over red resin. Fine 18K gold nib. Outer box, cylindrical wood display
box, booklet. Year of production: 1995. Limited Edition: 124/500.
$2,000 - 2,500
1221
OMAS: Jerusalem 3000 Solid Platinum Limited Edition 100
Fountain Pen
Heavy, high-relief solid platinum over red resin, honoring the 3000th
anniversary of Jerusalem. Extra fine 18K gold nib. Outer box,
cylindrical wood display box, booklet. Year of production: 1995.
Limited Edition: 019/100.
$3,500 - 5,500
1222
OMAS: Mandela Afrika Sterling Silver Limited Edition 1600
Fountain Pen
Created in honor of Nelson Mandela’s 80th birthday. Sterling silver
and brightly-colored enamel, yellow resin barrel & cap. Broad 18K
two-tone gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, lacquered wood
display box, pen sleeve, booklet. Year of production: 1999. Limited
Edition: 1576/1600.
$1,000 - 1,500
1223
OMAS: Personal Computer Limited Edition 1008 Fountain Pen
Treated aluminum barrel & cap, streamlined and futuristic, engraved
with motifs suggesting personal computers. Fine 18K gold nib, has
been inked. Outer box, inner box, wood display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 0084/1008.
$800 - 1,200
1224
OMAS: Imagination Sterling Silver Limited Edition 905
Fountain Pen
Ogival fountain pen, heavy sterling silver, commemorating 2005 as the
“Year of Imagination.” Engraved with formulas taken from the Theory
of Restricted Relativity, Quantum Theory and Superstring Theory. Fine
18K gold nib, grid pattern, has been inked. Outer box, wood display
box, pen sleeve, booklet. Limited Edition: 486/905.
$800 - 1,200
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1225
OMAS: Lot of Three of Celluloid Fountain Pens
Pair of celluloid Lucens fountain pens, and one faceted Omas Extra
celluloid fountain pen. Pens have been inked. No packaging. No
limitation stated.
$1,500 - 2,000
1226
OMAS: T2 75th Anniversary Limited Edition 750 Fountain Pen
Faceted titanium fountain pen with gold-plated band and trim, Greek
key patterned gold-plated band to section. Extra-fine 18K gold nib.
Outer box, lacquered wood display box, pen sleeve, booklet. Limited
Edition: 372/750.
$800 - 1,200
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1227
OMAS: Roma 2000 Set of 3 Sterling Silver Limited Edition 1000
Fountain Pens
Blue resin, heavy sterling silver overlays. Fine 18K two-tone gold
nibs (one has been inked). Outer boxes, display boxes, pen sleeves,
booklets. Limited Editions: each 0054/1000.
$2,500 - 3,500
1228
OMAS: Casanova 18K Gold & Sterling Silver Lot of Two Limited
Edition 73 & 725 Fountain Pens
These oversized pens, part of a series honoring the Venetian Republic,
celebrate history’s greatest player. One pen is made from 18K gold
and porcelain; the other is sterling silver and porcelain. Each is
decorated with a different image of Casanova and a lovely damsel
in an advanced stage of seduction. Medium 18K gold oversize nibs;
silver pen has been inked. Outer boxes, inner boxes, wood display
boxes, booklets. Limited Edition: 22/73 & 178/725.
$2,500 - 3,500
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1229

1229
OMAS: Almirante Solid 18K Gold Limited Edition 30 Fountain Pen
Observes the 500th anniversary of the discovery of the New World.
Dark blue resin body, solid 18K gold overlay decorated with scenes
from Columbus’ travels. Extra-fine 18K gold nib. Wood display box
with brass trim, small leather folder with papers. Limited Edition: 07 of
30 made-to-order pieces, marked May 98, indicating this example’s
date of completion.
$6,000 - 9,000
1230
OMAS: Merveille du Monde Solid 18K Gold Limited Edition 30
Fountain Pen
Solid 18 karat gold overlay by goldsmith Gérard Lefebvre, green
ogival body. A dragon encircles the pen, symbolic of the far reach
of the ancient empires. Fine 18K gold nib; piston-filler. Outer sleeve,
wood display box, pen sleeve. Limited Edition: 4 [of 30] madeto-order pieces, marked November 98, indicating this particular
example’s date of completion.
$6,000 - 9,000
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1230

1231
OMAS: Roma 2000 [Gian Lorenzo Bernini IV Centenario] Set of
7 Solid 18K Gold & Sterling Silver Fountain Pens
Seven fountain pens observing the birth of the third millenium.
The highlight is a Roma 2000 Gian Lorenzo Bernini pen, honoring
the Florentine sculptor on the 400th anniversary of his birth. The
20-faceted pen is fashioned of 18K solid gold with mother-of-pearl
panels, with a blue lapis lazuli set in the captop, cradled in a Murano
crystal half-shell display tray. Its creation took over 200 hours, and it is
perhaps Omas’ finest achievement.
Also included are three pairs of Roma 2000 pens, 18K solid gold and
sterling silver over resin. Each pair represents a different millennium:
the first pair portrays a compass, a Viking boat, and other symbols.
The second pair portrays the Crusades, Da Vinci, Columbus, a
locomotive, a missile, and other emblems of modernity. The third
pair, representing the new millennium, features astronomical symbols,
suggesting mankind’s destiny in the stars.
Extra-fine two-tone gold nibs. Outer boxes, display boxes,
booklets, Murano crystal tray. Year of production: 1998. Limited
Editions: 025/100 (Bernini); 025/100 (gold Roma 2000s);
0025/1000 (silver Roma 2000s).
$10,000 - 20,000
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1232
OMAS: UNICEF Signs for Children Solid 18K Gold Limited Edition 30 Set of 24
Fountain Pens
Full set of 24 pens with solid 18K gold overlays, each designed by a different figure in the
arts. Extra-fine 18K gold nibs with UNICEF insignia. Outer boxes, inner boxes, display boxes,
booklets. Pens are bright, clean and unused. A spectacular set.
Complete sets in gold with matching numbers are nearly inobtainable. Date of production:
1996. Limited Edition: 19/30.
$30,000 - 50,000

“SIGNS FOR CHILDREN... is our most prestigious fountain
pen collection to date. The noble and humanitarian reasons
that inspired OMAS to work together with UNICEF also
motivated the 24 renowned celebrities who were eager to
offer their assistance in creating these 24 extraordinary pens.
Considered a jewel of irrefutable refinement... the SIGNS
FOR CHILDREN collection is precise in its design and has the
inherent integrity in all OMAS writing instruments.”
- Raffaelle Simoni Malaguti,
Omas President, 1996
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1233
OMAS: UNICEF Signs for Children Sterling Silver Limited Edition 300 Set of 24
Fountain Pens
Full set of 24 pens with sterling silver overlays, each designed by a different figure in the
arts. Medium 18K gold nibs with UNICEF insignia. Outer boxes, inner boxes, display boxes,
booklets. Pens are bright, clean and unused.
Few complete sets with matching numbers exist. Date of production: 1996. Limited
Edition: 252/300.
$6,000 - 9,000
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1234
PARKER: Duofold Mandarin Yellow Limited Edition Fountain Pen
Classic model, based on the original Duofold of the 1920s. Medium
18K gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, display box. Limited Edition:
07816/10,000.
$500 - 700
1235
PARKER: Snake Sterling Silver Limited Edition 5000 Fountain Pen
Solid sterling silver overlay, black resin. 18K gold nib, size not marked,
appears medium, has been inked. Outer display box, leather display
box, booklet. Year of production: 1997. Limited Edition: 0950/5000.
$800 - 1,200

1239
PELIKAN: Hunting Sterling Silver Limited Edition 3000
Fountain Pen
Green barrel, sterling silver barrel band depicting hunt. Fine 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, inner box, wood display box. Year of
production: 1994. Limited Edition: 2784/3000.
$800 - 1,200
1240
PELIKAN: Blue Ocean Limited Edition 5000 Fountain Pen
Maritime blue resin, set with blue opal. Medium 18K two-tone gold
nib. Outer box, display box, booklet. Limited Edition: 4911/5000.
$500 - 700

1236
PARKER: Snake Sterling Silver Limited Edition 5000 Fountain Pen
Modern version of Parker’s 1905 Snake pen. Solid sterling silver
overlay, black resin. 18K gold nib, size not marked, appears medium.
Outer display box, leather display box, booklet. Year of production:
1997. Limited Edition: 2373/5000.
$800 - 1,200

1241
PELIKAN: Souveran M1000 & M1050 Pair of Fountain Pens
Black acrylic M1000 with gold-plated trim and black acrylic M1050
with vermeil pinstriped cap. Wonderful pens to carry and use.
Extra-fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. Outer boxes, display boxes, no
inkwells. Unlimited.
$1,200 - 1,800

1237
PELIKAN: Originals of Their Time: 1931 Yellow Gold Limited
Edition 5000 Fountain Pen
Replica of a Pelikan classic. 18K yellow gold barrel, guilloche pattern,
black celluloid cap & endpiece. Piston-filler. Medium 18K gold nib, has
been inked. Display box (damaged). Limited Edition: 0487/5000.
$700 - 900

1242
PELIKAN: Silver Screen Limited Edition 420 Fountain Pen
Homage to over 100 years of cinema history. Sterling silver, black
celluloid. Medium 18K gold nib. Outer handle box, 1st inner box,
2nd inner box, wood display box with acrylic top, booklet. Limited
Edition: 290/420.
$700 - 900

1238
PELIKAN: Concerto Limited Edition 4000 Fountain Pen
Carved vermeil sleeve decorated with the opening bars of
Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy”. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
inner box, piano-shaped lacquered wood display box. Limited
Edition: 3680/4000.
$600 - 900

1243
STYLOCHAP: Le Mans & Royal Versailles Pair of Fountain Pens
Le Mans safety pen, red resin and checkerboard-patterned silver,
[with] Royal Versailles safety pen, chased ebonite and fleur-de-lys
patterned silver. Both with fully retractable 18K gold nibs. Outer
sleeves, display boxes, eyedropper. Limited Editions: Le Mans is
122/188; Versailles is 002/200.
$600 - 800
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1244
STIPULA: Diadema 18K Solid White Gold & Diamonds Limited
Edition Fountain Pen
Black celluloid, solid 18K white gold fittings, set with numerous
brilliant-cut white diamonds. Seldom seen on the secondary market.
Medium 18K platinum-plated gold nib. No packaging. Year of
production: 2002. Limited Edition: one of 88.
$2,500 - 3,500

1249
VISCONTI: Camelot Sterling Silver Limited Edition 999
Fountain Pen
Black lucite body, silver mesh overlay evoking chain mail, pocket
clip resembles Excalibur. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box,
antiqued wood display box, booklet. Year of production: 1999.
Limited Edition: 062/999.
$600 - 800

1245
SHEAFFER: Masterpiece 1097 “Vannerie” Solid 18K Gold
Special Edition Fountain Pen & Ballpoint Pair
18K solid gold pens, basketweave pattern. Created for Sheaffer
by Gerard Lefebre. 18K gold inlaid nib, size not indicated, appears
fine. Outer sleeve, display box, booklet. Year of production: mid1990s. No limitation.
$3,000 - 5,000

1250
VISCONTI: Taj Mahal 18K Rose Gold Limited Edition 388
Fountain Pen
Burgundy vegetal resin overlaid with fine 18K rose gold vermeil filigree,
handcrafted by artisans utilizing traditional Indian techniques. Fine 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, booklet, certificate.
Year of production: 1996. Limited Edition: 204/388.
$1,200 - 1,800

1246
TIBALDI: Dragon and Phoenix Limited Edition 99 Fountain Pen
& Rollerball Set
A design masterpiece from Tibaldi, a specialized imprint of
Montegrappa that is responsible for many of the company’s most
interesting creations. This set, comprising a black Dragon fountain
pen and white Phoenix rollerball, celebrates the most powerful and
auspicious creatures in the Chinese mythological pantheon. Both
are hand-painted by master airbrush artist Lorena Straffi. Outer box,
wood display box, chamois, refill, booklets. Year of production: 2008.
Limited Edition: both 05/99.
$3,000 - 5,000

1251
VISCONTI: Taj Mahal Sterling Silver Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Black vegetal resin, fine 18K sterling silver filigree, handcrafted by
artisans utilizing traditional Indian techniques. Broad 18K two-tone
gold nib, has been inked. Outer box, wood display box, booklet,
certificate. Year of production: 1996. Limited Edition: 425/888.
$600 - 900

1247
VISCONTI: Divine Proportion Sterling Silver Limited Edition
1618 Fountain Pen
Intriguing pen based on Da Vinci’s divine or golden proportion.
Briarwood patterned celluloid with sterling silver spiral accents. Fine
18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, walnut display box, set of calipers,
booklet. Limited Edition: 0934/1618.
$800 - 1,200
1248
VISCONTI: La Bibbia (Christian Bible) Vermeil Limited Edition
999 Fountain Pen
Ivory-hued resin painted with scenes from the Bible. Barrel features
Old Testament scenes; cap depicts events from the life of Christ.
Vermeil trim. Medium 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, display box,
velveteen bag, booklet. Limited Edition: 188/999.
$1,200 - 1,500
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1252
VISCONTI: Alhambra 18K Gold Limited Edition 288 Fountain Pen
18K gold filigree, solid 18K gold ingot clip, red ebonite. Fine 18K
two-tone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, booklet. Limited
Edition: 211/288.
$1,200 - 1,800
1253
VISCONTI: Alhambra Sterling Silver Limited Edition 888
Fountain Pen
Sterling silver filigree, solid sterling silver ingot clip, red ebonite.
Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, wood display box, booklet.
Limited Edition: 210/888.
$700 - 900
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1254
VISCONTI: Alhambra H.R.H. Set of Two 22K Yellow & White Gold with De Deers
Diamonds Limited Edition 38 Fountain Pens
Visconti’s Alhambra is the most labor-intensive filigree pen ever created, with over 100
individual steps required in its handcrafted production. The filigree does not rest atop the pen’s
surface; rather, it is set into a recessed tracery in the ebonite during the casting process. This
costly and difficult technique has only been used for the Alhambra, making it unique among
pens. The extra-limited H.R.H iteration of this design represents one of the true pinnacles of
modern penmaking.
18K white and yellow gold filigrees over black ebonite, each set with 120 small De Beers
diamonds (2.4k); solid 18K gold ingot pocket clips. Fine 18K two-tone gold nibs. One outer
sleeve, two outer boxes, two varnished wood display boxes with brass plaques, booklets. Year
of production: 1994. Limited Edition: each 24/38.
$12,000 - 18,000
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1255Y
VISCONTI: Giacomo Leopardi 18K Solid Gold Limited Edition
200 Fountain Pen
Created to honor the Italian poet on the 200th anniversary of his
birth. Solid 18K gold band, elaborately engraved, over antique ivory
body. Fine 18K gold nib. Outer sleeve, wood display box, inkwell.
Year of production: 1998. Original retail: approx. $5000. Limited
Edition: 045/200.
$1,200 - 1,800
1256
VISCONTI: Giacomo Casanova Erotic Art 18K Gold Limited
Edition 69 Fountain Pen
Black ebonite, 18K solid gold barrel band decorated with erotic
imagery. Fine 18K two-tone gold nib. Outer box, display box, papers.
Limited Edition: 62/69.
$700 - 900
1257
VISCONTI: Fondazione Federico II Hohenstaufen Lot of 4
Fountain Pens
Series of pens honoring the cultured and energetic 13th century Holy
Roman Emperor. Four radiant celluloid pens, gold-plated trim. Fine
18K gold nibs. Outer sleeve, wood display box. No limitation stated,
but seldom seen.
$800 - 1,200
1258
VISCONTI: Ponte Vecchio Set of 3 Limited Edition 1345
Fountain Pens
Honors the great Florentine bridge created in 1345. Three pens in
colored celluloid (Adriatic Stone, Pompeii Blue and Silver Granite),
trimmed with gold and platinum plating. Fine, medium & broad 18K
gold nibs. Outer sleeve, wood display box, certificate. Limited Edition:
each 0046/1345.
$800 - 1,200
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1259
WATERMAN: Edson Boucheron 18K Yellow Gold Limited Edition
3741 Fountain Pen
Waterman’s most celebrated modern design, an 18K solid gold
overlay version of the Edson. Fine 18k gold nib, has been inked. Outer
box, display box. Limited Edition: 2987/3741.
$1,000 - 1,500
1260
YARD-O-LED: Viceroy Victorian Sterling Silver & Vermeil Pair of
Fountain Pens
A handsome pair of instruments, excellent for daily use. Engraved
with elaborate Victorian motifs; blank indicias. One in sterling silver,
the other in vermeil, fully hallmarked. Medium two-tone 18K gold nibs.
Outer boxes, wood display boxes. Unlimited.
$700 - 900
1261
YARD-O-LED: Imperial Dragon Sterling Silver Limited Edition
1000 Fountain Pen
Hallmarked sterling silver, elaborate dragon motif. Medium 18K twotone gold nib. Outer sleeve, outer box, display box, booklet, ink bottle.
Year of production: 1995. Limited Edition: one of 1000.
$600 - 900
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Sarah Nelson, ext. 23311

20th Century Decorative Arts
Angela Past, ext. 65422
Daniel Tolson, ext. 65405

Books & Manuscripts/
Prints & Photographs
Christina Geiger, (212) 644 9094
Cassandra Hatton, (212) 461 6531
Chinese Works of Art & Paintings
Bruce MacLaren, (917) 206 1677
Collectors’ Motorcars & Motorcycles
Rupert Banner, (212) 461 6515
Eric Minoff, (917) 206 1630
Evan Ide
Furniture, Decorative Arts & Silver
Karl Green, (212) 710 1305
Victoria Ayers, (212) 461 6532
Madelia Ring, (212) 710 1300
Fine Art
American
Alan Fausel, (212) 644 9039
Kayla Carlsen, (917) 206 1699

REPRESENTATIvES
Arizona
Terri Adrian-Hardy, Tel: +1 (480) 994 5362
California - Central Valley
David Daniel, Tel: +1 (916) 364 1645
Southern California
Christine Eisenberg, Tel: +1 (949) 646 6560 †
Colorado - Denver
Julie Segraves, Tel: +1 (720) 355 3737 †
District of Columbia/Mid-Atlantic
Martin Gammon, Tel: +1 (202) 333 1696
Florida
Jon King
Tel: +1 (561) 651 7876, Palm Beach
+1 (305) 228 6600, Miami
+1 (954) 566 1630, Ft. Lauderdale
Georgia
Mary Moore Bethea, Tel: +1 (404) 842 1500
Illinois
Ricki Harris
Tel: +1 (312) 475 3922, +1 (773) 267 3300

Contemporary
Jeremy Goldsmith, (917) 206 1656
European Paintings
Madalina Lazen, (212) 644 9108

Arms & Armor
Paul Carella, ext. 23360
James Ferrell, ext. 23332
David Geiger, ext. 23331
Asian Works of Art
Dessa Goddard, ext. 23333
Books & Manuscripts
Adam Stackhouse, ext. 23266
Collectibles - Toys & Trains
Jaynes Friedman, ext. 23366 †

Furniture & Decorative Arts
Andrew Jones, ext. 65432

Furniture & Decorative Arts, European
Jeffrey Smith, ext. 23413
Elizabeth Conlan, ext. 23226

Jewelry & Watches
Dana Ehrman, ext. 65407

Jewelry & Watches
Deborah Boskin, ext. 23362
Lynne Arkin, ext. 23306

Museum Services
Laura King Pfaff, ext. 23210

Jewelry
Susan F. Abeles, (212) 461 6525
Virginia Salem, (212) 644 9046

Native American Art
Jim Haas, ext. 23294
California & Western
Paintings & Sculpture
Aaron Bastian, ext. 23241
Photographs
Prints
Judith Eurich, ext. 23259
Oriental Rugs & Carpets
Hadji Rahimipour, ext. 23392

Trusts & Estates
Megan Noh, (212) 461 6518
Gene Norden, (917) 206 1671

Space History
Adam Stackhouse, ext. 23266

Watches & Clocks
Jonathan Snellenburg, (212) 461 6530

Period Art & Design Auctions
Christine Skinner, ext. 23479

New Jersey & Delaware
Margaret Tierney, Tel: +1 (610) 644-1199

Wine
Gary D’Urso, (917) 206 1653

Trusts & Estates
Victoria Richardson, ext. 23207

New Mexico
Leslie Trilling, Tel: +1 (505) 820 0701

Whisky & Spirits
Joseph Hyman, (917) 206 1661 †

Wine
Doug Davidson, ext. 23363

Massachusetts/Boston/New England
Amy Corcoran, Tel: +1 (617) 742 0909
Nevada
David Daniel, Tel: +1 (775) 831 0330

Oregon
Sheryl Acheson, Tel: +1 (503) 312 6023

Coins & Banknotes
Paul Song, ext. 65455

Furniture & Decorative Arts, American
Brooke Sivo, ext. 23238

Japanese Works of Art
Jeff Olson, (212) 461 6516

Space History
Cassandra Hatton, (212) 461 6531

Books & Manuscripts
Catherine Williamson, ext. 65442

Entertainment Memorabilia
Lucy Carr, ext. 65467
Dana Hawkes, (978) 283 1518

Collectors’ Motorcars & Motorcycles
Mark Osborne, ext. 23353
Jakob Greisen, ext. 23284

Russian Fine & Decorative Arts
Yelena Harbick, (212) 644 9136

African, Oceanic & Pre-Columbian Art
Fredric W. Backlar, ext. 65416 †

Decorative Arts
Peter Scott, ext. 23326

Impressionist & Modern
Tanya Wells, (917) 206 1685 †
William O’Reilly, (212) 644 9135

Maritime Paintings & Works of Art
Gregg Deitrich, (212) 644 9001 †

20th Century Fine Art
Alexis Chompaisal, ext. 65469

Collectors’ Motorcars & Motorcycles
Nick Smith, ext. 65470
Contemporary Art
Dane Jensen, ext. 65451
Photographs
Prints
Morisa Rosenberg, ext. 65435
Natural History
Thomas E. Lindgren, ext. 65437 †
Claudia Florian, G.J.G., ext. 65437 †
California & Western
Paintings & Sculpture
Scot Levitt, ext. 65425
Paintings - European
Mark Fisher, ext. 65488
Period Art & Design Auctions
Tim McNab, ext. 65409
Silver
Aileen Ward, ext 65463
Trusts & Estates
Leslie Wright, ext. 65408
Joseph Francaviglia, ext. 65443
Wine
Walker Strangis, ext. 65404

Writing Instruments
Ivan Briggs, ext. 23255

Pennsylvania
Margaret Tierney, Tel: +1 (610) 644 1199
Texas
Amy Lawch, Tel: +1 (713) 621 5988

CLIENT SERvICES DEPARTMENT

Washington
Heather O’Mahony, Tel: +1 (206) 218 5011

San Francisco
Tel: (415) 861 7500
Fax: (415) 861 8951

New York
Tel: (212) 644 9001
Fax: (323) 644 9009

Canada
Toronto, Ontario
Jack Kerr-Wilson, Tel: +1 (416) 462 9004

Los Angeles
Tel: (323) 850 7500
Fax: (323) 850 6090

Monday through Friday
9am to 5.30pm

Montreal, Quebec
David Kelsey, Tel: +1 (514) 341 9238 †

Monday through Friday
8.30am to 5pm

Toll Free
Tel: (800) 223 2854

The following information is recorded
and available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week, through our telephone system:
- Auction and Preview Information
- Directions to Bonhams’s salesrooms
- Automated Auction Results
* Indicates saleroom
† Indicates independent contractor

Catalog Order Form

To complete this form, check the Auction Catalog(s) you would like to order, fill in
the price in the Total column and fax to +1 (415) 861 8951, or mail to:
Bonhams
220 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, California 94103

Are you a current catalog subscriber?

No

Yes

If you have any questions please contact us at +1 (800) 223 2854

US Auction Catalog

Issues per year**

Domestic address*

International address*

20th Century Furniture & Decorative Arts

4

$160

$200

African, Oceanic & Pre-Columbian Art

3

$120

$150

Arms, Armor & Modern Sporting Guns

2

$80

$100

Asian Works Of Art

7

$280

$350

Books & Manuscripts and related categories

5

$200

$250

California & American Paintings & Sculpture

5

$200

$250

Coins & Banknotes

3

$75

$105

Entertainment Memorabilia & Collectables

4

$160

$200

European & American Furniture & Decorative Arts

7

$280

$350

European Paintings (including Russian)

3

$120

$150

Impressionist Art

2

$80

$100

Indian, Himalayan & Southeast Asian Art

2

$80

$100

Jewelry

7

$280

$350

Japanese Works of Art

2

$80

$100

Maritime Paintings & Decorative Arts

2

$80

$100

Modern & Contemporary Art and Made In California

4

$160

$200

Motor Cars, Motorcycles & Automobilia

6

$330

$390

Motorcycles

1

$40

$50

Native American & Tribal Art

3

$120

$150

Natural History, Gems, Minerals & Lapidary Works

2

$80

$100

Oriental Rugs & Carpets

3

$120

$150

Photographs

2

$80

$100

Prints

3

$120

$150

Space History

1

$40

$50

Watches & Pocketwatches

3

$120

$150

Wine and Whisky (5 Wine and 2 Whisky)

7

$280

$350

Writing Instruments

2

$50

$70

All Categories

95

$3,815

$4,765

Estate auctions are held monthly in San Francisco and Los Angeles. Catalogs for estate auctions are partially illustrated and available approximately one week prior to the auction.

Period Art & Design Auctions (estate auctions in San Francisco)

11

$150

N/A

Period Art & Design Auctions, Toys & Hand Bags (estate auctions in Los Angeles)

4

$80

N/A

4

$30

Bonhams publishes a quarterly magazine to keep you apprised of the auction market.

Bonhams Magazine
*Any applicable sales taxes and shipping included in Subscription Price.
**The number of auction catalogs and sales listed for a subscription are strictly estimates.
We are not responsible for refunds or credits if the number of sales alters from the estimate.
Some of the above categories may include our auctions in other locations.

TOTAL

$30

_______________

_______________

Method of Payment
Check/Money Order enclosed for $:
Payable to Bonhams & Butterfields

Send Catalogs to:

Visa

Mastercard

American Express

Name

Card Number

Address

Expiration Date ____ / ____
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Telephone

State _ _ Zip

Country
Fax

E-mail

Cardholder Name
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Client Number (internal use only)

16-digit Number

Signature

State _ _ Zip

Country
Date

Auction Registration Form
(Attendee / Absentee / Online / Telephone Bidding)
Please circle your bidding method above.

Paddle number (for office use only)
General Notice: This sale will be conducted in accordance
with Bonhams Conditions of Sale, and your bidding
and buying at the sale will be governed by such terms
and conditions. Please read the Conditions of Sale in
conjunction with the Buyer’s Guide relating to this sale and
other published notices and terms relating to bidding.
Payment by personal or business check may result in your
property not being released until purchase funds clear our
bank. Checks must be drawn on a U.S. bank.
Notice to Absentee Bidders: In the table below, please
provide details of the lots on which you wish to place bids at
least 24 hours prior to the sale. Bids will be rounded down
to the nearest increment. Please refer to the Buyer’s Guide
in the catalog for further information relating to instructions
to Bonhams to execute absentee bids on your behalf.
Bonhams will endeavor to execute bids on your behalf but
will not be liable for any errors or non-executed bids.
Notice to First Time Bidders: New clients are requested to
provide photographic proof of ID - passport, driving license, ID
card, together with proof of address - utility bill, bank or credit
card statement etc. Corporate clients should also provide a copy
of their articles of association / company registration documents,
together with a letter authorizing the individual to bid on the
company’s behalf. Failure to provide this may result in your
bids not being processed. For higher value lots you may also be
asked to provide a bankers reference.
Notice to online bidders; If you have forgotten your
username and password for www.bonhams.com, please
contact Client Services.

Sale title:

Sale date:

Sale no.

Sale venue:

General Bid Increments:
$10 - 200 .....................by 10s
$200 - 500 ...................by 20 / 50 / 80s
$500 - 1,000 ................by 50s
$1,000 - 2,000 .............by 100s
$2,000 - 5,000 .............by 200 / 500 / 800s
$5,000 - 10,000 ...........by 500s

$10,000 - 20,000 .........by 1,000s
$20,000 - 50,000 .........by 2,000 / 5,000 / 8,000s
$50,000 - 100,000 .......by 5,000s
$100,000 - 200,000 .....by 10,000s
above $200,000 ...........at the auctioneer’s discretion
The auctioneer has discretion to split any bid at any time.

Customer Number

Title

First Name

Last Name

Company name (to be invoiced if applicable)
Address
City

County / State

Post / Zip code

Country

Telephone mobile

Telephone daytime

Telephone evening

Fax

If successful
I will collect the purchases myself
Please contact me with a shipping quote (if applicable)
I will arrange a third party to collect my purchase(s)

Telephone bidders: indicate primary and secondary contact numbers by writing 1 or 2
next to the telephone number.

Please mail or fax the completed Registration Form and
requested information to:
Bonhams Client Services Department
220 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, California 94103
Tel +1 (800) 223 2854 x 33550
Fax +1 (415) 861 8951
Automated Auction Results
Tel +1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 33400

By providing your email address above, you authorize Bonhams to send you marketing materials and news concerning Bonhams
and partner organizations. Bonhams does not sell or trade email addresses.

Type of bid
(A-Absentee, T-Telephone)

Lot no.

E-mail (in capitals)

I am registering to bid as a private client
Resale: please enter your resale license number here

We may contact you for additional information.

Please note that all telephone calls are recorded.

Brief description
(In the event of any discrepancy, lot number and not lot description will govern.)
If you are bidding online there is no need to complete this section.

You instruct us to execute each absentee bid up to the corresponding bid
amount indicated above.

MAX bid in US$
(excluding premium and applicable tax)
Emergency bid for telephone bidders only*

* Emergency Bid: A maximum bid (exclusive of Buyer’s Premium and tax) to be executed by
Bonhams only if we are unable to contact you by telephone or should the connection be
lost during bidding.

BY SIGNING THIS FORM YOU AGREE THAT YOU HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND OUR CONDITIONS OF
SALE AND AGREE THAT YOU SHALL BE LEGALLY BOUND BY THEM. THIS AFFECTS YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS.
Your signature:

I am registering to bid as a trade client

Date:

Gems, Minerals,
Lapidary Works of Art
and Natural History
Tuesday May 20, 10am
Los Angeles

Preview
May 16-19
+1 (323) 436 5437
claudia.florian@bonhams.com
Rare and Large Hemimorphite
Chihuahua, Mexico
Measuring 13 x 10 x 6in
$6,000 - 8,000
Including Minerals from the Estate
of Carey A. Parshall, Stamford, CT

International Auctioneers and Appraisers – bonhams.com/naturalhistory

Greenwich Concours
d’Elegance Auction
Sunday 1 June
Greenwich, CT
For further information, please contact:
+1 (212) 461 6514, East Coast
+1 (415) 391 4000, West Coast
motors.us@bonhams.com
Single owner since 1978,
fewer than 16,500km from new
1975 Lamborghini Countach LP400
‘Periscopica’
Photo credit: Jasen Delgado

Ex-Team Roosevelt,
1959 Sebring 12 Hours entry
1959 Fiat-Abarth 750 Record Monza
Zagato Bialbero

International Auctioneers and Valuers – bonhams.com/greenwich

FINE WATCHES AND
WRISTWATCHES
Thursday June 12, 10am
New York

CARTIER
A ﬁne Art Deco rock crystal,
onyx and mother-of pearl
boudoir clock, 1920’s, from
the Estate of Norma Shearer
$15,000 - 25,000

bonhams.com/watches

PREVIEW
June 7-11
Jonathan Snellenburg
+1 (212) 461 6530
watches.us@bonhams.com

Fine Asian Works of Art
Tuesday June 24, 10am
San Francisco
Preview
June 21-23
+1 (415) 503 3333
dessa.goddard@bonhams.com
An impressive pair of famille verte jardinieres
Kangxi mark and of the period
$60,000 - 80,000

International Auctioneers and Appraisers – bonhams.com/asian

Bonhams
220 San Bruno Avenue
San Francisco, California 94103
+1 415 861 7500
+1 415 861 8951 (fax)

International Auctioneers and Appraisers – bonhams.com

